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METHODOLOGIES FOR MARKET STUDIES
Background paper by the Secretariat *

Abstract
Market studies are a widely-used tool for competition authorities to develop a better
understanding of competitive conditions within one or more sectors. They involve a range of
different objectives, and their approach varies significantly according to the specific sector or
issue being considered. This paper identifies the various information collection and analytical
methodologies used in market studies, as well as some common considerations regarding their
selection and application. Selecting methodologies for information gathering and analysis in a
market study is an iterative process, and should be guided by a set of initial hypotheses as well
as a project plan. Information gathering often starts with the compilation of background research,
which is then supplemented with stakeholder interviews, targeted information requests, surveys
and other information. Analytical methodologies applied by market study teams can be guided by
an initial mapping of the market structure, which can be followed by pricing analyses, including
price comparisons and profitability analyses. Other quantitative and qualitative analyses have
focused on the dynamics between suppliers in a market, as well as the characteristics and
behaviour of consumers. Market studies can also identify regulatory barriers to competition using
competition assessment methodologies.

*

This paper was written by James Mancini and Federica Maiorano of the OECD Competition Division, with
comments from Despina Pachnou and Sabine Zigelski, and assistance from Carolina Abate, Satoshi
Ogawa, António Neto, Anita Nyeso and Semin Park.
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1. Introduction
1.
Market studies are a powerful tool for competition authorities to examine broader competitive
conditions in one or more sectors. The International Competition Network (ICN) defines market studies as
“research projects conducted to gain an in-depth understanding of how sectors, markets, or market
practices are working” (2016, p. 3). Fifty-eight of the 59 jurisdictions that participated in a 2015 OECD
survey reported using market studies in some form in their work, suggesting they are a common instrument
for competition authorities (OECD, 2016). What do market studies involve? The answer to this question is
not straightforward. The survey mentioned above revealed wide variations in the reasons for undertaking
market studies, the powers authorities have to conduct studies, and the outcomes market studies can have.
The range of market study objectives identified by the ICN (2016, pp. 3-4) are:


Conducting an initial assessment of potential competition issues to prepare for enforcement
action when a specific competition problem has not yet been identified.



Preparing for competition advocacy efforts or inform proposals for current or future regulatory
reform.



Building authority knowledge and expertise in a sector.



Informing consumers or responding to the concerns of the broader public.



Clarifying how an authority would apply competition principles to a sector or issue.



Encouraging firms to cease conduct that is not a violation of competition law but is leading to
competition problems in a market.



Identifying problems in terms of the quality or availability of information for consumers and
advocating for measures to address these problems.



Supporting future market studies in the same or other sectors.

2.
These objectives will have a significant impact on the approach taken by competition authorities
in market studies, in terms of determining the scope of a study, identifying the types of information to be
gathered, and selecting the analytical methodologies to be applied. For example, the US Federal Trade
Commission’s (FTC) 2016 study of patent assertion entities (PAEs) sought to illuminate a relatively little
known sector, by exploring and categorising these entities’ models and behaviour. The gasoline market
studies noted in this paper were in many cases intended to respond to public concerns about competition in
the sector, and therefore analysed pricing behaviour and supply chain relationships to help inform public
understanding and support advocacy efforts. Studies designed to lay the groundwork for enforcement
action with respect to a complex issue, such as aftermarkets concerns, may for their part rely more heavily
on academic literature and past enforcement cases.
3.
While the end product of these studies will be different, the overall process they have followed,
and the considerations required to select appropriate methodologies, are broadly similar. The objective of
this paper is to describe these commonalities, by categorising the wide range of methodologies used in
market studies, and identifying the factors that influence their selection, including data availability, study
objectives, resource intensity and relevance to the issues at hand. Past competition authority experience
will be emphasised to provide practical examples for authorities to consider. This experience suggests that
there is no single best approach to a particular type of competition concern or sector. As a result, this paper
focuses on providing a broad framework from which authorities can select methodologies, and identify
considerations that are relevant to their particular circumstances.
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4.
This paper is part of the broader market studies strategic theme of the OECD Competition
Committee for 2017-2018. It follows a roundtable discussion conducted in 2008, which focused on the
purposes for conducting market studies and considerations regarding their impact (OECD, 2008). While it
touches upon them, this paper does not deal with the selection and prioritisation of markets in depth, nor
does it address legal powers to conduct market studies, market study objectives or market study remedies.
This paper builds on the work by the ICN in the area of market study information collection and analysis,
described in Box 1.

Box 1. International Competition Network Market Studies Good Practice Handbook
The ICN has developed a good practice handbook, building on the experience of ICN member authorities, and a
complementary information store, which contains information on the market studies conducted by country and by
sector.
The handbook is structured along the main phases of the market studies process: selection of the market or
sector, scoping and planning, stakeholder engagement, launching the study, collecting and analysing information,
developing outcomes and evaluating the study. The section most closely related to the subject of this background
paper is that on the collection and analysis of information. In this respect, the handbook provides a wide range of
helpful guidance. These include the following:











Planning the information collection process, including engaging in internal consultations, considering
whether the necessary information is already available to the authority or is publicly available, and
considering the burden on stakeholders of information request.
Organising research, taking into account spending constraints and thinking of alternatives if initial efforts do
not bring results. The handbook recognises that it may not be easy to identify the most promising strands
of research from the beginning of the study and, as a result, authorities may have to re-adjust their efforts.
Methods of collecting information, noting that empirical evidence can be more persuasive than more
qualitative evidence. The handbook notes pros and cons of some data collection methodologies, such as
focus groups and surveys.
Analysing information, e.g. considering if the information meets the authority’s requirements and if it
confirms the initial hypotheses. The release of initial findings and/or possible outcomes is considered a
helpful step by some authorities, as it can help validate the authority’s results, uncover new information and
identify any gaps in the analysis.
Safeguarding confidential information with information handling procedures.

Source: ICN (2016), Market Studies Good Practice Handbook,
http://www.internationalcompetitionnetwork.org/uploads/library/doc1088.pdf

5.
While “market studies” is a commonly accepted term, it should be noted that a market study need
not be limited to a single market, and indeed markets are often not defined during these exercises (as
described further in section 2). Rather, market studies often involve several markets, or types of behaviour
common across markets. For convenience, this paper will use the term “sector” to describe the focus of a
market study.
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6.
The discussion below provides a range of examples of past market studies, selected with the
assistance of the ICN’s Market Study Information Store1 and targeted research based on specific
methodologies. The paper is structured as follows:


Section 2 will set out some general considerations that should be kept in mind when selecting
market study methodologies.



Section 3 will describe information gathering methodologies that can be used, including
background research, stakeholder interviews and information requests, as well as surveys.



Section 4 will set out potential analytical methodologies that can be applied in market studies,
including market structure mapping, the identification of key product characteristics, price
analysis, supply-focused analysis, demand-focused analysis and regulatory assessment.



Section 5 provides a conclusion.

The market studies and other sources reviewed for this paper are listed in Annex A and Annex B
respectively.
Figure 1 provides a simplified representation of the market studies process, and identifies the
activities that are considered in each section of this paper.
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Figure 1. The Market Studies Process
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2. General considerations for methodology selection
7.
The selection of methodologies for market studies is a dynamic process that requires both
advance planning and flexibility as a study progresses. As illustrated in Figure 1, methodology selection
and application does not occur in a vacuum – it is significantly influenced by earlier decisions in the
market study process, and those decisions should be made with an awareness of the potential
methodologies that can be pursued. This section will describe some of the considerations for competition
authority teams conducting market studies (referred to below as “market study teams”) to take into account
when selecting methodologies. Box 2 summarises the overall approach by the Spanish Comisión Nacional
de los Mercados y la Competencia (CNMC) to place these considerations in context.
Box 2. The Spanish CNMC’s Manual on Market Studies
The Spanish CNMC has issued a manual on methodologies for market studies. The guide sets out the steps
in conducting a market study, including the selection of the markets to be analysed and the involvement of
stakeholders, and provides the structure to be followed in the market study report. Moreover, it describes the main
methods of dissemination and calls for an evaluation of the study’s impact.
Before a study is launched, preliminary research is conducted in order to: (i) identify markets whose
characteristics may suggest competition problems or regulatory inefficiencies; and (ii) assess these markets’
importance for the overall Spanish economy. If the authority decides to launch a market study, the sector or
market in question will be included in the CNMC’s work plan, together with an explanation of the reasons for the
study.
Once the market study is officially launched, two of the main tools for information gathering are information
requests and meetings with relevant stakeholders, such as economic operators, associations, sector regulators
and external experts in the field. The methodology recommends identifying relevant stakeholders at the outset of
the study and establishing contact with the most relevant ones from the beginning. It describes methods to
increase stakeholders’ participation, emphasising the importance for the CNMC to communicate effectively the
benefits of involvement for stakeholders.
The core of the methodology concerns the type of information and analysis each market study should
include, as follows: (i) legal nature of the market; (ii) economic nature of the market; and (iii) analysis of the level
of competition in the market.
The regulatory framework and recent developments are described. The study will identify if there are any
market failures justifying the regulatory intervention and if regulation unnecessarily limits competition in the
market. The methodology sets out the so-called principles of efficient economic regulation to assess public
intervention in the market, including the principle of necessity, proportionality and non-discrimination (see
paragraph 124 of the methodology document).
The starting point for investigating the economic nature of the market is market definition. According to the
methodology guide, “unless justified by other reasons, the Study will use a SSNIP Test as its starting point in
order to define the relevant market.” Following this step, a variety of indicators should be collected to analyse
market structure, demand characteristics and price evolution, among others. International comparisons, where
appropriate, are also recommended. The guide lists some of the demand-side and supply-side indicators to
analyse and stresses the importance of considering the various factors jointly in order to reach a conclusion. On
the demand-side, recommended indicators include international comparisons of price levels, evolution of prices
and elasticity of demand. On the supply-side, relevant information includes an understanding of the production
process and financial information on profitability.
The relevant indicators in the analysis of the level of competition can be classified into structural and
behavioural factors. The structural factors listed in the methodology guide include market shares and their
stability/variation over time and a number of cost-related characteristics, such as sunk costs, economies of scale
and learning by doing effects. Behavioural factors include increasing the costs of switching suppliers, providing
inadequate information to consumers or increasing costs for new entrants (e.g. by increasing advertising
expenditure). On the demand side, the methodology guide emphasises consumers’ searching costs and switching
costs.
Source: Comisión Nacional de los Mercados y la Competencia (2013), Methodology for CNMC market studies: Instruction of the
Director
of
the
competition
advocacy
department,
https://www.cnmc.es/ambitos-de-actuacion/promocion-de-lacompetencia/estudios#Metodologia.
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2.1.

Market study scope

8.
The initial scope selected for a market study will have a significant impact on the analytical depth
and breadth of issues that can be examined. It will in general be determined based on the level of available
resources and the expected timeline, both of which can vary widely.
9.
The objective of a study and the intended outcome, including expected public advocacy efforts,
will also shape the depth of analysis to be conducted and the final products of the study (including
consumer information materials, press conferences, etc.2). Market studies can be used either as a high-level
initial examination of issues in a broad sector (or set of sectors), or they can involve an in-depth assessment
of a narrowly-focused sector or type of competition issue that cuts across many sectors (see, for instance,
the UK Office of Fair Trading (OFT), now part of the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA),
2012 study on price and choice for consumers in remote communities of the United Kingdom).
Competition authorities may also use short, high-level market studies as a precursor to further activities,
including enforcement action or follow-up studies.
10.
The scope of a market study can be modified as the study progresses and the resource
requirements of different methodologies become clearer. For example, the Irish Competition Authority’s
2009 retail-related import and distribution study narrowed some of its analysis to a representative basket of
commonly-consumed goods in order to delve deeper into issues of higher concern. Similarly, the French
Autorité de la concurrence (Autorité) focused on three categories of products (home appliances, perfumes
and luxury cosmetics, and cosmetic products sold at the advice of pharmacists) in its examination of ecommerce (2012) which was based, among other factors, on the Autorité’s awareness of manufacturer
restrictions on the online sales of these types of products.
11.
The question of whether an authority formally defines the markets involved in the study requires
consideration, as it may involve risks. While it is important for market study teams to determine the
population of firms they will be studying, it is not clear that a formal, published market definition is
required for these studies, and indeed markets are often not formally defined in the studies listed in
Appendix A. In cases of high-level market studies (where information gathering and resources may be
more limited than enforcement actions), defining markets is risky, as it may lead to inaccuracies that can
affect future mergers or anticompetitive conduct cases.
12.
Other authorities systematically define markets for each market study they conduct. The Spanish
CNMC's market study methodology guide indicates that market definition “allows for determining and
defining the terms of competition between economic operators and establishing the framework within
which the Study analyses the level of effective competition in a particular market” (2013, p. 30). The
Comisión applies a standard SSNIP test (small but significant non-transitory increase in price) to define
markets in market studies.
13.
The decision of whether to define a market in a market study can also depend on the types of
remedies available to competition authorities. For example, in the United Kingdom, the CMA has two
instruments for analysing markets as a whole which take a different approach to market definition and
which are both considered in this paper: market studies and market investigations. On the one hand,
market studies are a more preliminary analysis of an industry, and can lead to a clean bill of health for a
market, action to improve the information available to consumers, encouraging businesses to self-regulate,
making recommendations to government, commencing enforcement action or referring the competition
issues for a market investigation (CMA, 2017). Market studies typically do not involve a formal market
definition. Market investigations, on the other hand, are more in-depth and lengthier processes that can
lead to legally-binding remedies, and thus market definitions are required as they would be with any other
enforcement decision.3
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2.2.

Developing hypotheses and methodology plans

14.
While flexibility is needed to adapt to preliminary findings, market study teams require at least a
preliminary project plan that establishes timelines and resource requirements for each activity. Figure 1
above illustrates the role that planning plays in the selection and application of methodologies.
15.
An initial set of hypotheses about competition problems in a market can be used to inform market
study plans, and guide information gathering and methodology selection. These hypotheses can come from
preliminary theories of harm identified during the process of selecting and prioritising sectors for the study,
and can be refined by identifying what would be expected in a properly-functioning market. The latter
would ground theories in a sense of what a market study could achieve, for example by identifying markets
that appear to be functioning well in other jurisdictions, and avoid using a theoretical idea of perfect
competition in a market that may not be attainable (see OECD 2015a, pp. 93-94 for further discussion). To
refine or supplement a potential theory of harm that involves regulatory barriers to competition, the
OECD’s Competition Assessment Toolkit4 can also be used.
16.
Once the market study team has identified its preliminary hypotheses regarding potential
competition problems in the market, it can develop plans to refine and test those hypotheses. Depending on
the competition authority’s established knowledge in the sector, it may be necessary to conduct a preliminary
information-gathering exercise (described in section 3.1) before doing so. The team may then wish to work
backward by first identifying the types of analyses that would serve to test their preliminary hypotheses based
on past casework, studies done in other jurisdictions, and background research – in other words, to develop a
plan for the market study’s analytical component. Data requirements can then be identified and, once the
availability of various types of information has been validated, the analytical plan can be refined and required
information collection activities can be identified. Plans for data collection and analysis will then guide the
subsequent stages of the market study, as described in the following sections of this paper.
17.
As noted above, no two market studies are identical in terms of the methodologies they apply,
and there are a range of idiosyncratic factors across sectors and jurisdictions that will affect the set of
methodologies selected by market study teams. These include the ultimate objective of the market study,
the regulatory environment, the particular set of active firms in a jurisdiction, unique consumer
characteristics, market study time frame and budget and data availability. However, when the types of
issues and range of participants of a market study are similar to those conducted in other jurisdictions, a
review of these studies can be informative in selecting methodologies. The ICN Market Studies
Information Store compiles market studies according to the sector examined to facilitate this process.
Annexes C and D summarise two examples of sectors which tend to involve similar methodologies: the
financial sector (from a retail consumer perspective), and studies examining the relationship between food
retailing and manufacturing.
2.3.

Retaining outside experts

18.
Market study teams should also identify the level of involvement, if any, of outside experts
retained by the competition authority to assist with the preparation of the study. External experts have been
retained by authorities to provide specific research or analysis, conduct surveys, serve as a peer reviewer
for the market study team, or draft a study in its entirety. These types of services can be provided by
industry specialists, subject matter experts (including academics and consultants with expertise in
economics, econometric modelling or financial analysis that focuses on a particular sector or methodology)
or market research firms. The CMA has used staff seconded from regulators or other government
departments to supplement the knowledge and expertise of the market studies team. Joint studies with
sector regulators can also be pursued, the Canadian Competition Bureau’s 2014 joint study of propane
markets with the National Energy Board of Canada, being one example.
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19.
The advantages of retaining outside experts include: (i) conserving limited staffing resources,
particularly when an authority is under-staffed or has a heavy case load; (ii) obtaining specialised expertise
(whether in a sector, methodology, or activity such as surveying); (iii) leveraging an independent
perspective for politically-sensitive issues; and (iv) obtaining an external review of a study’s analysis and
conclusions.
20.
However, there are some drawbacks as well. Market studies can be a valuable opportunity to
build internal expertise on the issues and conditions of a sector (or a particular methodology) that can then
be used for future merger reviews, enforcement investigations or market studies. Outsourcing substantial
parts of the study will minimise these benefits. In addition, there can be challenges in ensuring that external
experts deliver their services on-time, on-budget and at a level of quality that will withstand external and
internal scrutiny (including transparency in methodology and data sources). Finally, when specific
enforcement problems and remedies are involved, full outsourcing would not be appropriate given the legal
implications of the study’s potential findings.
21.
In 2015, the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) released two market
studies conducted externally. These studies were high-level and research-based examinations of conceptual
issues, and thus may have been more suitable for external preparation than enforcement-driven studies.
The ACCC engaged an economic consultancy to prepare a study of the sharing economy, noting “…it will
assist the ACCC in its understanding of markets in the sharing economy, disrupted markets and the
responses of regulatory agencies, particularly in the administration of competition and consumer law. It
also looks to the future of the sharing economy in Australia and the industries which are likely to be
affected” (2015a, p. 1). Similarly, the objective of the study obtained by the ACCC in the debt collection
industry was “…to undertake research and analysis of the debt collection industry, in order to understand
its structure and operation. […] This information will enable the ACCC to better identify industry issues
and respond to emerging trends” (2015b, p. 9).
Summary of key considerations for general methodology selection approaches






The scope of a market study, including the breadth of issues and markets to be considered, will
determine the depth of the market study team’s information collection and analysis.
Including a formal market definition in a market study can involve certain risks, but is required in
several jurisdictions (particularly when remedies are included).
The market study team’s data collection and analysis should be guided by a set of preliminary
hypotheses that are refined throughout the market study.
Retaining outside experts can be an effective way of obtaining sector or methodological expertise
without taxing a competition authority’s internal resources, but could involve challenges and limit the
internal capacity-building benefits of a market study. Often, a mixture of internal and external staff are
employed in market studies.

3. Methodologies in the information collection stage
22.
Market study teams engage in a wide range of information collection activities to prepare for the
analysis stage of a study. As illustrated in Figure 1, the selection of methodologies for information
collection is a continuing process that begins once preliminary hypotheses are developed, and is refined as
new questions are raised. Throughout this process, market studies teams must implement an information
collection strategy that balances analytical objectives with resource availability and collection feasibility.
This section will identify the information collection methodologies used in past market studies and some
key considerations for their application. Table 1 summarises the advantages and disadvantages of the
information collection approaches described below.
12
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Table 1 – Advantages and disadvantages of information collection methods
Section
3.1

Methodology
Background market
research

Advantages
Can provide a general understanding
and guide future data collection efforts

3.2.1

Stakeholder
interviews,
consultations and
focus groups

3.2.2

Information
requests

Helps identify stakeholder concerns,
develop an understanding of market
functioning, and can be used to
validate survey design and
recommendations
Can be tailored to specific competition
issues, generate data for analysis

3.3

Surveys and
questionnaires

3.4

Third party data
acquisition

3.4

Mystery shopping

3.4

Regulatory mapping

Generate quantitative data that is
representative of the broader target
population; helps reveal consumer
preferences, likely price responses and
switching behaviour
Ensures greater consistency and
accuracy of data, avoids problems with
collating data from multiple sources
Supplement information provided by
stakeholders, assess information
provided to consumers
Permits the subsequent analysis of
regulatory barriers to competition

Disadvantages
May not be comprehensive or
responsive to the focus of the market
study, and may reflect biases
depending on the source
Can be time-consuming, challenging to
ensure participation of a broad range of
stakeholders

May be difficult to collate data,
obtaining responses can be
challenging
Cost

Cost

Results are difficult to generalise

Can be resource-intensive

23.
Market study information collection differs from information collection for merger or antitrust
investigations in two primary ways. First, not all authorities benefit from the power to require private
parties to provide information for market studies (at least 5 of the 60 competition authorities responding to
a 2015 survey by the OECD Secretariat reported lacking these powers, and 10 reported that they must
resort to courts to compel compliance with information requests – see OECD, 2016, pp. 12-13), meaning
that available information could be more limited than would be the case for an enforcement action. In these
situations, an effective strategy for stakeholder outreach (whether via surveys, interviews or other data
requests) is essential.
24.
The second differentiating factor of market study information collection is that its scope may be
broader than that of enforcement-driven information collection, particularly when the initial hypotheses
pertain to broader factors affecting competition in a sector (e.g. the regulatory environment or market
failures), and the competition authority may not have a clearly established theory of harm at the outset (in
contrast to cases involving anticompetitive conduct, but similar to most merger cases). In addition, because
a wider range of potential recommendations or remedies is generally available for market studies relative
to enforcement actions, market studies teams may be required to engage in a broader research and data
collection process (on subjects not normally covered during more narrowly focused enforcement cases).
3.1.

Preliminary background research

25.
The collection of available background information – basic information on a sector’s structure,
participants, products (or services), consumers and regulatory framework from publicly-available sources
as well as an authority’s past cases – is a common starting point for market studies, regardless of the sector
or issues that are the focus of the study. The process will generally begin during preliminary deliberations
on selecting a sector for a market study, and will continue throughout the course of a market study as a
complete picture of a sector is being formed. The primary sources of background research include:
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Information already collected by the authority: To leverage past experience and avoid
duplication of efforts, a common starting point in collecting information for market studies is to
review information that has already been collected by the authority. This includes research used
to make the initial decision to begin a market study, as well as information from past mergers or
antitrust investigations (although there are limits in some jurisdictions to using confidential
information, collected during investigations, for market studies).
Preliminary discussions with case handlers or other authority staff with experience in a given
sector or issue can also help refine subsequent data collection efforts. In its 2009 retail-related
import and distribution study, the Irish Competition Authority relied on internal knowledge to
meet short timelines, and to narrow the study’s scope. The French Autorité referred to past cases
in its vehicle repair and maintenance study (2012) to convey the type of conduct that had been
determined to be anti-competitive.



Market studies by other authorities: Studies undertaken by other competition authorities can
suggest (or help refine) preliminary hypotheses as well as potential data sources or analytical
methodologies. While the precise conditions may vary significantly from one jurisdiction to
another, there are certain sectors in which broad competition issues have been studied by many
competition authorities. The ICN Market Studies Information Store has, at the time of writing, a
compilation of 28 sectors that have been studied by more than one competition authority.
Particularly common sectors of study include energy, financial services, medicine and fuel, with
similar concerns underlying many studies within these industries (public complaints about fuel
price levels and transparency, for example).



Enforcement actions by other authorities: Enforcement cases brought by other authorities that
are relevant to emerging issues in a jurisdiction may also help identify potential issues: in their
joint study on Competition Law and Data (2016), the French Autorité and German
Bundeskartellamt cited the European Commission’s findings in several mergers, as well as
analyses of data issues from the CMA and the US Government, to identify emerging competition
concerns and likely competition authority responses with respect to the collection and use of data.



Analysis and data from government bodies: Sector regulators, government ministries and
statistics agencies, among other public bodies, can complement preliminary information
collection efforts. Published government studies play a particularly important role in market
studies for regulated sectors, or sectors that are subject to government attention due to emerging
public policy issues. For instance, in its market studies on the financial services sector the
Netherlands Authority for Consumers and Markets (ACM) refers extensively to studies by the
Ministry of Finance and the Central Bank (e.g. ACM, 2014).
Initial consultations with sector experts from regulators or ministries can help identify relevant
publications, and inform a market study team’s hypotheses and data collection strategy, as well as
to assist with stakeholder identification (as discussed further below). Authorities like the Spanish
CNMC are able to benefit from having the competition authority and sector regulators within a
single structure, permitting fluid information sharing. Reports and analysis by consumer
protection agencies, even when they are not part of a competition authority, have also played a
prominent role in market studies touching on consumer protection issues.



Complaints received: Complaints from consumers or other market participants, which can be
the impetus for beginning a market study, are an obvious starting point for authorities to establish
hypotheses and select analysis to pursue. For example, consumer complaints regarding energy
firms played a primary role in the CMA’s 2016 assessment of the quality of service in the sector,
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as part of a broader exercise to assess restrictions or distortions of competition and associated
adverse effects. Similarly, the ACCC uses complaints to Australia’s Private Health Ombudsman
to guide its regular reporting on consumer and competition concerns in the private health sector
(see 2015, for example).


Additional publicly-available information: To ensure a broad perspective in data collection,
guide market study team research and address any gaps remaining in the information gathering
exercises described above, authorities can engage in a range of additional information gathering
efforts. These efforts can be undertaken after other preliminary sources have been consulted so as
to minimise the resources and time used in wide-ranging background research exercises
(including internet searches), but can also be used to guide the review of information from other
sources. For instance, academic articles can add valuable context to understand the focus and
techniques of market studies conducted in other jurisdictions.
Additional preliminary information gathering can consist of: (i) compiling available summary
information on industry structure, market participants, industry associations, consumer
associations and other relevant bodies; and (ii) identifying possible sources of information
(including data) for future phases of information collection. Sources can include news stories,
firm websites, industry analyst reports (including investment analyst reports for publicly-traded
firms, which can contain useful information on an industry’s outlook and the competitive position
of firms), financial statements or other regulatory filings by firms in a market, websites of
advocacy groups active in the sector (including industry associations and consumer bodies) and
published academic research.
Useful public commentary with respect to competitive conditions in a sector (including firm
conduct) can consist of citizen petitions, as well as competition authority and consumer
protection agency social media accounts. This exercise assumes a particular importance when the
objective of a market study is to address public concerns about conduct in a sector, even if an
authority’s preliminary hypothesis may be that there are no broader competitive concerns. In
other words, an authority should conduct its market investigation with a full account of the
concerns it could address through the market study. Examples of this approach include the Irish
import and distribution study (2009), which sought to respond to concerns expressed in several
studies of pricing levels in the Republic of Ireland relative to Northern Ireland, and the Italian
Autorità garante della concorrenza e del mercato’s (AGCM) dairy sector study (2016). The
numerous fuel sector studies listed in Annex A were also generally initiated due to a desire to
respond to consumer concerns, whether at a competition authority’s own initiative or at the
request of the government. For instance, consumers expressed concerns about rapidly increasing
petrol prices, and market studies enabled the identification of potential competition concerns as
well as the explanation of price setting mechanisms in the sector (see for instance, OECD, 2013).
Prior to relying on some publicly-available information (e.g. news stories, industry association
publications) to revise hypotheses and select analytical methodologies, market studies teams may
seek to validate its accuracy through the additional data collection phases described below
(including stakeholder interviews and surveys). When resources do not permit an extensive
validation process, teams should at least consider the independence and rigour of the source of
the information, and weigh analysis that relies on it accordingly. This may be particularly
important when relatively few cases or other studies have been pursued in a specific area, as the
reliance on publicly-available information may be greater – in the joint French/German big data
study (2016), academic papers played an important role in exploring relatively new competition
issues. Similarly, a lack of public data availability on generic medicine rebates led the Canadian
Competition Bureau to rely on investment analyst reports and government studies to prepare
pricing analysis in its generic drugs study (2007).
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26.
Once the preliminary background information described above has been gathered, market study
teams may refine the initial hypotheses and study plan developed at the outset of the market study. The
latter may involve modifying the selection of analytical methodologies, and identifying different or
additional data required. Optimal data collection methodologies can be selected once an initial
understanding of the sector has been developed. For instance, a sector with a small number of
easily-identified market participants could be more suitable for interviews and detailed information
requests, and a sector involving a large number of disparate consumers may require survey techniques. The
following sections will describe some key considerations in selecting and executing data collection
methodologies that follow preliminary background research.

Summary of key considerations for the collection of background information








3.2.

Information already collected by the competition authority from past cases or other market studies
should first be considered to avoid duplicative information collection, and to inform the selection of
additional information sources.
Market studies or enforcement actions by other competition authorities, and studies prepared by other
government bodies or regulators, are a common source of preliminary background information and data.
Complaints received by the competition authority, and public commentary indicating concerns with the
functioning of the sector in question, can guide the formulation of hypotheses, analysis and presentation
of issues in the market studies report.
A wide range of additional background information, from academic articles to financial statement filings
to news articles, can be used to develop a preliminary understanding of a sector and to bridge
outstanding gaps in information.

Stakeholder interviews and information requests

27.
Discussions with, and information provided by, stakeholders can be a primary source of evidence
for market studies teams. Observations from firms, consumers, regulators and other market stakeholders
are required to form the broad picture of a sector (or sectors) that most market studies require. Even when
market studies teams have sufficient data and information to conduct analysis without substantial
stakeholder involvement (e.g. when requisite pricing data can be procured from a third-party data
provider), interviews and information requests are important in establishing the perspective of market
participants, which may be the source of concerns about a market or the cause of market distortions.
28.
Further, stakeholder outreach during market studies can be an effective way to increase
awareness of competition law in general, and the work of the competition authority (see, for instance, the
discussion in the CNMC’s market study methodology guide (2013)). The ICN Handbook (section 4)
provides practical information for market studies teams with respect to the importance of engaging
stakeholders, how to select stakeholders, and the different levels of stakeholder engagement that can be
pursued, so these topics will not be covered below. Rather, this section will identify some stakeholder
engagement methods at different stages of a market study, using examples from past market studies.
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3.2.1. Stakeholder interviews and consultations
29.
At the early stages of a market study, stakeholder interviews can supplement preliminary
background research to help identify market participant concerns and competition issue hypotheses. These
interviews can take a relatively unstructured approach to encourage open dialogue and establish a
relationship to be leveraged in later stages of the market study. In proposed changes to its guidelines for
market studies, the CMA (2017) has proposed increasing opportunities for this type of early engagement
(and fewer formal interim publications). The OECD’s report on competition and market studies in Latin
America (2015a, p. 111) notes that guidelines on stakeholder consultations for market studies can provide
transparency to consultation efforts and increase confidence in the process (for instance, confidence that
stakeholder input will be sought throughout the study).
30.
In addition to a discussion of the overall functioning of a market and any particular concerns that
the stakeholder may wish to raise, preliminary interviews can be used to identify additional stakeholders,
validate market study scoping, ascertain data availability and obtain agreement about follow-up
engagement efforts (which may depend on a stakeholder’s interest in a sector, as well as its capacity and
awareness of competition issues). In its retail import and distribution study (2009), the Irish competition
authority used initial stakeholder meetings and a call for comments to narrow its focus on particular
product categories subject to the highest level of consumer concern.
31.
As a market study proceeds to subsequent information collection activities, stakeholder
relationships can be leveraged to assist in the design of in-depth interview guides, information requests and
surveys. For instance, information requests and surveys can be “market tested” with participants to ensure
that they adequately capture key issues, are consistent with terminology and market realities, and that they
would not be unnecessarily burdensome to answer. Several authorities have reported that surveys which
have gone through this type of validation tend to have better response rates, and more complete responses
as well. A co-operative relationship between the market studies teams and industry associations can also
help, as the latter can encourage their members to share information, for example on the grounds that a
study could be helpful in promoting better public information on the sector, or that it is in the interests of
firms to ensure the market study reaches conclusions that are reflective of actual market realities. In the
United Kingdom, where market studies can lead to more formal market investigations that involve the
power to establish market remedies, firms may also be incentivised to identify voluntary measures early on
to address any competition concerns, or at least to play an active role in shaping remedies that are
reflective of market realities.
32.
In-depth stakeholder consultations can take the form of both in-person meetings and written
information requests (described in section 3.2.2). In the former case, competition authorities have held
hearings to encourage an interactive discussion between a market studies team and stakeholders. Some
authorities ensure such hearings incorporate a mix of stakeholder types (e.g. including consumers,
producers, regulators, intermediaries and others in the same hearing) to give stakeholders a chance to
engage with each other on contentious issues, leading to a comprehensive exchange that is more beneficial
to market studies teams. Other authorities interview different sets of stakeholders separately according to
their level of knowledge and familiarity with competition principles. For instance, smaller businesses with
fewer resources may be asked a different set of questions than large firms that retain counsel and economic
expert advisors. When in-person consultation methods include several interviews at different locations,
competition authorities may use a consistent interview guide that predefines the subject of a conversation
to ensure consistency in information collection. Such guides should not, however, preclude the exploration
of alternative issues not previously identified, but which would be relevant for the market study.
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3.2.2. Written stakeholder contributions and information requests
33.
For written information stakeholder information requests, market studies teams can make use of
both general calls for information and specific, targeted information requests. Public calls for comment
have the benefit of demonstrating transparency and soliciting the views of a wide range of stakeholders,
and have been observed (based on a review of the studies listed in Annex A) to be particularly common for
consumer product sectors or those involving a wide range of intermediaries and multiple steps in
distribution chains for products or services. Since they are broad in their intended audience, these calls for
comment should be limited to a set of pertinent issues (developed in previous phases of the study) to
ensure their usefulness. For example, in a communication sector market study (2016), the ACCC published
an issues paper to help focus stakeholder feedback on a specific set of issues. Social media campaigns and
simplified feedback tools can encourage the submission of input, although resources will be required to
review the higher volume of input received (and should be set aside at the outset of the market study), and
it may be challenging to respond to all concerns without significantly expanding the scope of the study.
34.
More formal, detailed calls for information can encourage only stakeholders with a familiarity
with the sector to respond, and may be more appropriate for sectors with fewer relevant stakeholders or
highly complex issues. Detailed information requests can be used as the market study team begins to
narrow its hypotheses and select analytical methodologies. Based on an assessment of the type of analysis
it wishes to conduct and the data that is available via other means, market study teams must determine the
length of information requests, and the precise balance between quantitative and qualitative information.
This process can involve significant consultation with stakeholders to assess the burden that a given
information request places on participants in light of its intended usefulness, and to refine requests based
on how information is handled by participants.
35.
Written stakeholder input can also be sought as a market study progresses, through the publishing
of study updates and sharing preliminary findings, and as the study is being finalised, particularly to
validate conclusions and obtain feedback on potential recommendations or remedies (if remedies are
available to competition authorities undertaking market studies in the jurisdiction). For example, in its
study of the pharmaceutical sector (2009), the European Commission published its draft report for
consultations, and received input from a wide range of stakeholders including firms, associations,
individuals, consultants, attorneys, and government bodies. The French Autorité found a similarly wide
group of stakeholders were willing to submit comments for its pharmaceutical sector study in 2013. It
should be noted that the ability to provide feedback on potential remedies or recommendations serves as a
powerful incentive for stakeholders to actively participate in, and share information for market studies.
36.
Data provided by stakeholders (often firms) can be easier to collate than qualitative input from a
large number of respondents. Quantitative analysis of collected data often lends credibility to the
conclusions in market studies (as discussed further in section 4).
37.
However, care must be used when handling data provided by market participants to ensure that
variable definitions, time periods and other specifications (such as exchange rates and built-in
assumptions) do not prevent comparisons among the responses of different market participants.
Standardised data collection templates or survey tools can be used to facilitate data handling and prevent
the entry of erroneous values while clarifying certain definitions. But the greater the effort required on the
part of market participants to prepare data for entry into a template, the lower the probability that a
participant will provide a complete response to an information request (unless it is mandatory). Further,
resource intensive and far-reaching data requests may reduce the willingness of stakeholders to participate
in subsequent phases of the market study. Thus, using available third party databases (discussed in section
3.4) may be preferable. More generally, market studies teams must be aware of the risks of data inaccuracies
– a problem with which the Irish Competition Authority grappled in its study of the ports sector (2013),
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when it found that port efficiency data was limited and not robust or reliable. The French Autorité sought
to verify pricing data accuracy in its e-commerce study (2012) by checking prices posted online for a
random sample of prices within each category, and by verifying outliers using the same approach.
38.
Information requests can permit a more detailed follow-up on issues identified in surveys, or
serve as a less resource-intensive alternative to large-scale surveys. In its study of released in 2016, the
FTC relied on information requests as an alternative to broader surveys, selecting specific entities for
requests based on a sampling approach that aimed to ensure representativeness across three different firm
size groups. This approach permitted the collection of broad and detailed information (including data) that
may have been difficult to manage with larger scale information requests involving more firms.
39.
Sampling should be pursued with care to ensure that all relevant stakeholders have been
identified, and therefore that the market studies team does not erroneously generalise results to a
heterogeneous population. For example, in its 2016 study of legal services, the CMA observed that there
was a lack of evidence covering informal operators in the legal services sector, due to a lack of a public
entities responsible for gathering data on this segment of the sector, among other things. Other types of
sampling can be used to minimise the burden on those responding to information requests as well as the
market study team. When faced with a very large variety of products in its e-commerce study (2012), the
French Autorité, for example, focused on the 10 most popular models within a specific time range for
several product categories, to narrow the scope of its information requests.
40.
The 2016 FTC study mentioned above illustrates another factor that competition authorities must
consider when developing their stakeholder information request approach: whether to pursue a voluntary or
mandatory approach. In particular, for those jurisdictions with the power to compel the production of
information for market studies, market studies teams benefit from an effective tool when voluntary
approaches do not yield the required information. In its PAEs study, there was a dearth of information
available about the business models and size of these entities in academic or investment research. As a
result, the FTC used its information collection powers to require the production of confidential data that
filled a major gap in its understanding of PAEs – a gap that may not have been bridged under a voluntary
approach.
41.
The effectiveness of mandatory information requests can be enhanced when they are
accompanied by other approaches. In particular, mandatory information requests must in some
jurisdictions involve a specific set of information rather than a broad, conceptual set of information, since
the latter are more difficult to enforce and may be more likely to lead to judicial review. As such,
authorities must “know what they don’t know” in some detail prior to requesting this information. Thus,
more holistic descriptions of competition in a sector and the dynamics between different players may need
to be obtained through the more informal, voluntary and in-person consultations described above. If the
advantages to firms of participating actively in market studies (described above) are made clear, market
studies teams may have success in employing both mandatory and voluntary approaches.
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Summary of key considerations for stakeholder interviews and information requests












3.3.

Stakeholder interviews can be an effective way to identify market participant concerns, refine
hypotheses, identify additional stakeholders and test survey design. Some authorities organise
sessions with a variety of stakeholders to encourage interaction, whereas others group stakeholders
based on their level of expertise and familiarity with competition law.
A co-operative relationship with industry and consumer associations can enhance participation in
stakeholder consultations. When a market study could result in remedies, firms can be incentivised to
identify voluntary measures early on, as part of the consultation process, to address any competition
concerns.
Detailed information requests can be used as the market study team begins to narrow its hypotheses
and select analytical methodologies.
Mandatory information request powers can be an effective tool for market study teams to uncover key
insights that would not otherwise be available. The effectiveness of mandatory information requests
can be enhanced when they are accompanied by other approaches to help market study teams
determine “what they don’t know.”
Care must be used when handling data provided by market participants to ensure that variable
definitions, time periods and other specifications (such as exchange rates and built-in assumptions) do
not prevent comparisons among the responses of different market participants. Standardised data
collection templates can help address these issues, but may increase the burden on respondents. In
some cases, using third-party databases may be preferable.
Additional written stakeholder feedback, on findings and recommendations, can be encouraged by
publishing study updates and sharing preliminary findings with stakeholders.

Surveys

42.
Surveys are a common method of data collection for market studies – particularly when the
population of relevant stakeholders (often consumers) is too large or heterogeneous to permit the
systematic use of interviews or targeted data requests. In joint guidance on the use of survey evidence, the
UK Competition Commission and Office of Fair Trading (predecessor entities to the CMA) stated:
“Consumer survey evidence…is likely to be particularly useful where the potential competition concern
relates to a large population, and where the views of only a few members of that population may not be
representative of the population at large” (OFT, 2011, p. 10).5
43.
Surveys can also be useful in testing the effectiveness of proposed remedies – for example, in the
CMA’s retail banking market investigation, a survey was used to determine the optimal format of quality
information, which market participants would be obligated to provide as part of remedies imposed at the
conclusion of the investigation. Other questions were used to assess consumers’ opinions on the proposed
remedy.
44.
There are a wide range of survey parameters that require careful consideration, including with
respect to the target population (e.g. consumers, small businesses, firms), survey technique, question
format and content. Whether they are designing and administering a survey themselves, or are retaining the
services of an external market research firm, market studies teams are often required to consider certain
principles of sound survey methods when making decisions with respect to these parameters (or assessing
the survey procedures of external firms that conduct surveys, either at the authority’s request or at the
request of a stakeholder). The following section will discuss these principles and some examples of the use
of surveys in market studies, following the process of survey design laid out in OECD (2012): defining
survey objectives and target group, selecting respondents and the data collection method, drafting survey
questions, piloting and re-adjusting the questionnaire, conducting the survey, and analysing the results.
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3.3.1. Defining the survey objective and target group
45.
Effective survey design begins with the selection of a clear objective, based on the market study
team’s data collection plan. At the outset, the market study team should consider whether a survey is the
appropriate methodology for collecting the information it requires. Surveys are a good way to create a
quantitative data set for analysis focusing on consumers (e.g. perceptions about competition and
regulations in a sector, preferences and the factors that motivate consumption decisions, likely diversion
behaviour, policy-relevant characteristics such as consumer protection concerns) or firms (e.g. perceptions
of competition and regulation, and firm characteristics). Surveys are a less relevant methodology when the
information required is simple, factual and available from another source (e.g. transaction-level pricing
data is generally best accessed from third-party providers when available, since it is has less of a risk of
reporting error or biases and may be preferable to standard price lists, which may not always be
representative of the actual prices paid by consumers). Many market studies have benefitted from surveys
conducted by third parties, including surveys unconnected with the market study at hand. For example, the
UK Legal Services Board conducted a provider pricing survey that was used in the CMA’s 2016 legal
services sector study. Surveys can also be used to evaluate stakeholder views on potential remedies, and
even test the effectiveness of certain proposed remedies.
46.
Once the market study team has confirmed that a survey is an appropriate methodology, the
precise gap in information or data that the survey is intended to fill should be clearly defined, along with
the intended use of this information during the analysis stage of the market study. For example, if the
market study team intends to conduct an analysis of firms’ costs using a wide-reaching survey instead of an
information request, the survey should only be designed once a clear sense is established of the types of
costs to be considered, the granularity of information required, the number of years of historical data
required and the various potential model assumptions to be tested. When a market study may be repeated
in the future, or may be the subject of an ex-post assessment, this should also be made clear at the outset,
as the survey design should take into account the potential for the survey to be repeated in the future (by
explicitly defining time periods, etc.). A clear objective is also important for ensuring discipline is applied
to the selection of survey questions – the survey should be no longer than necessary, to minimise the
burden on both participants and the market study teams analysing the data the survey generates.
47.
Next, the target group (or groups) for the survey must be identified, which will have a significant
impact on the design of the questions and the sampling methodology used. When identifying a target
group, the evidence collected in prior stages should be used to determine relevant subgroups or important
characteristics that would affect the representativeness of a sample. For instance, a survey of consumers in
a retail environment should be constructed with an awareness of different types of retail outlets in order to
ensure the sample is representative of a population (e.g. standalone suburban locations, shopping malls and
urban locations – see OFT, 2011, p. 16). A clear population definition is also important for the design of
screening questions used to prevent distortions in a survey – for example, consumer surveys include
screening questions to ensure that respondents have purchased the product or service in question, and that
the respondent is not employed in the sector (which could bias results – see for example, OFT, 2011, p. 18).
3.3.2. Selecting respondents and the data collection method
48.
Once a target population has been selected, the specific respondents for the survey must be
identified. A sample can either be selected through random sampling (e.g. using a random number
generator to select participants on a numbered list), or through more sophisticated stratified sampling
techniques based on sub-groups (e.g. different types of consumers) that may not be appropriately
considered as part of a single population. The latter technique will require careful consideration in terms of
the number of sub-groups to be used, and sample sizes should be selected based on available statistical data
regarding the target population. For example, stratified sampling was used by the Japanese Fair Trade
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Commission (JFTC) in the context of a 2014 sector survey on childcare services in Japan.6 The JFTC
conducted a survey of suppliers and users of these services. Suppliers were divided into several different
categories, including social welfare entities with day care centres, stock or limited liability companies
having day care centres, and municipalities.
49.
The overall objective of a well-established sampling approach is to ensure that survey results can
be generalised to the broader target population, and therefore that valid conclusions can be drawn from the
results of the survey. The sampling approach may require adjustments for the likely participation rate
(which often varies among sub-groups), and may need to take into account whether there is a risk that a
certain sub-group of the population will be more likely to participate than another, and therefore whether a
biased sample may be generated. In such cases, samples may need to be assigned different weights based
on their representation of the broader population. For example, in its 2016 patent assertion entity study, the
FTC used weighting techniques to develop a sample in three strata, based on firm size. Since firm size data
(such as revenue or number of employees) was not readily available, two proxy measures were used: the
number of patents held, and the number of defendants sued by a patent assertion entity (pp. 38-39).
50.
The sampling approach, and the design of specific questions, will depend on the survey method
selected. Surveys can be conducted via in-person focus groups, online questionnaires, telephone methods
(either automated responses or interviews), mail-in questionnaires or field interviews (in which short
surveys are administered to a random sample of individuals in a certain location, such as a retail outlet),
and the implications on the representativeness of the sample for each method should be considered
carefully.
3.3.3. Drafting survey questions
51.
Among the most challenging aspects of conducting surveys is the design of the questions to be
included in the survey. There are a range of biases or adverse outcomes that can arise from questions that
have not been carefully considered. A rigorous design process is therefore essential to avoid such
situations.
52.
Some preliminary research or consultations are required before a survey is drafted. OECD (2012)
notes that respondents can become frustrated with surveys when they feel that the survey does not address
the concerns that are most pressing to them. As such, the preliminary information gathering phase and
initial stakeholder interviews should be used to ensure that a survey covers all relevant issues, and reflects
the realities in a sector (for example, using commonly-accepted terminology and concepts). At the same
time, survey questions should be user-friendly: jargon (including competition law terminology or economic
concepts) should be avoided, questions should be worded in a simple way and there should be as few
questions as possible (to promote a high response rate and level of participant attention). Concepts should
also be given clear definitions to mitigate the risk of misapprehension.
53.
The type of questions to be asked should also be balanced carefully against the required resources
and the objectives of the survey exercise. In particular, respondents can be asked quantitative questions
(such as the amount they spend on a good or service), closed qualitative questions that can be quantified
(such as their satisfaction with the information they are provided in their purchase decision), and open
qualitative questions. The latter can be challenging to aggregate and resource-intensive to review, but can
avoid situations where a survey designer has closed off an unforeseen answer or subject because of
insufficient information during the survey development process. As they do not include a predefined set of
responses, open-ended questions should give respondents a clear idea of the type of answer expected of
them (Pew Research Center, n.d.). For example, Vannette (2014) recommends that, when open-ended
questions are used, they should first be included in pilot surveys – preliminary efforts to test survey
questions before wider distribution (described below). This would allow market study teams to obtain the
benefits of an open-ended approach, in terms of identifying missing issues that then can be built into a
closed-ended survey for wider distribution.
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54.
The precise drafting of questions and answers should avoid biases that would distort results.
Closed-ended questions must be accompanied by numerical response ranges or categorised responses that
are exhaustive and mutually-exclusive (see, for instance, OFT, 2011, p. 27). Specific recommendations for
avoiding response biases include:


Keeping the number of response choices relatively small: the Pew Research Center (n.d.)
proposes five possible answers at the most for telephone interviews given the confusion that may
arise with more, unless the question relates to an easily-reported fact, in which case a respondent
can listen to a longer list of options until the relevant item is heard.



Ensuring that questions are worded neutrally to minimise the risk of strategic responses
(exaggerated or misreported responses to promote a certain viewpoint) or responses that reflect
what a respondent considers to be the “socially acceptable” answer (such as questions about
compliance with regulations) (OECD, 2012). Further, questions should reflect any unique
regional characteristics that must be adapted to avoid confusion (terminology, references to
government entities, etc.).



Being conscious of the impact of the order of questions, as a question may prime participants
in a way that affects subsequent responses. OECD (2012) gives the example of a survey
regarding the burden of regulations: a long set of questions about a participant’s views of
regulatory burdens will make them more likely to report dissatisfaction with the regulatory
framework than otherwise. Similarly, if a survey asks participants about their perceptions of
competition problems in a market, it should first ask whether the participant observes competition
problems at all before delving into the details of any problems. Asking a participant to describe
competition problems, without first asking whether they perceive any, implicitly primes the
participant to believe there are competition problems. It is therefore generally recommended that
questionnaires begin with general questions and proceed with more specific questions, and the
impact of question ordering should be tested (as per section 3.3.4).



Considering randomising the order of response choices, since respondents may be more likely
to choose the last response they hear. When answers are ordinal, the starting point can at least be
varied – for example, if answers range from “fully agree” to “fully disagree”, half of the surveys
can be administered with the scale starting from “fully agree”, and the other half starting from
“fully disagree” (Pew Research Center, n.d.).



Avoiding “double barrelled” questions that ask about two concepts in a single question, since
this causes confusion (Pew Research Center, n.d.).



Considering whether questions with agree/disagree answers can be replaced, given the risk
of acquiescence bias (a tendency to agree), with a question asking respondents to choose the
statement with which they most agree (Pew Research Center, n.d.). Further, ordinal questions
should be tested for biases; a scale of zero to five can lead to a tendency to answer at the median
(three), whereas a scale of zero to seven can lead to clearer results (Vannette, 2014).



Framing hypothetical price increases in absolute amounts rather than percentages. In
addition, questions about diversion in the event of a price increase should be accompanied with
an estimate of volume currently purchased to assess the profitability impact of price increases
(OFT, 2011, p. 27, 32-33);
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Considering whether ranking type questions are more appropriate than rating type
questions in the circumstances: ranking questions ensure participants make an absolute
comparison between options and therefore may be more reliable, but can be more
time-consuming and generally require respondents to view all options at once (making them
more difficult to administer via telephone and better for written formats). Rating questions can be
faster for respondents to answer, but can be more susceptible to biases and logical inconsistencies
(Vannette, 2014).



Reviewing the implied focus of a survey: some issues, due to their complexity, may require
multiple questions to address. However, the relative number of questions on a topic may imply it
is the focus of a study, even if it is not, influencing respondent answers to subsequent questions.



Ensuring consistency in the wording of questions provided to each respondent (e.g. ensuring
a consistent script for focus groups), and consistency in wording within a survey.

55.
In terms of practical considerations, survey designers may wish to provide an introductory
statement about privacy protection and the anonymisation of the results of the survey (OFT, 2011), and to
ensure there is a mechanism for participants to report technical problems with the survey (OECD, 2012).
Box 3 provides a checklist to verify the quality and effectiveness of a survey’s questions, based on OECD
(2012).
Box 3. Checklist for designing survey questions
OECD (2012) proposes the following questions to verify that a survey’s questions are designed well:
1.

Do the answers to the questions help meet the objectives of the survey?

2.

Do the questions address the most bothering issues of the target population?

3.

Is the language simple and devoid of technical jargon?

4.

Are key terms such as “regulation” clearly defined?

5.

Do you avoid asking two questions in one, i.e. do all questions only ask one question at a time?

6.

Are questions clear and precise enough that they will be consistently understood in the same way by
all respondents?

7.

Are the formulation of questions and answer choices and their order as neutral as possible, i.e. do they
avoid suggesting answers?

8.

Are the answer choices and scales clearly defined and consistently understood across respondents?
Have both been chosen carefully?

9.

Does the target population have the capacity and knowledge to answer all questions?

10. Have screening questions been included, that is, has the same question been asked in different ways
to identify consistent respondents and meaningful responses?
11. Have tricky questions been included towards the end of the survey when respondents feel more
comfortable answering them?
12. Is the questionnaire short enough to ensure that respondents will concentrate until the end?
For further discussion, see OECD (2012), pp 34-36.
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3.3.4. Piloting and re-adjusting the questionnaire
56.
It is common practice to test the design of a survey with a pilot process, first with internal
competition authority staff (it can be preferable to select staff outside the market study team to benefit from
a more independent perspective), and then with a small select group of the target population. As mentioned
above, pilot surveys can include open-ended questions to identify any additional issues that should be
covered in a subsequent, closed-ended final version of the survey. Survey testing can be used to identify
problems including confusing wording, invalid response options, insufficient explanation or inherent
assumptions. The risk of the survey sample biases can also be evaluated. The Pew Research Center
indicates that survey piloting could include asking testing groups to “think aloud” so that survey designers
can understand the thought process of an individual detached from the design of the survey. Where it is not
clear how to remedy potential biases, it can sometimes suffice to explicitly warn respondents about the
possibility their response may be biased – for example, OFT (2011, p. 24) notes that hypothetical bias,
which leads respondents to express an unlikely willingness to take action, or inertia bias, which can
overstate likely reactions, can be minimised by instructing respondents to carefully consider what they are
very likely to do, rather than what they would be initially inclined to consider doing.
57.
Survey questions can also be distributed to certain sector stakeholders in advance to ensure that
they are consistent with sector realities and do not miss any key issues – for example, consumer
associations may wish to provide comments on consumer surveys based on their views about likely
concerns.
3.3.5. Conducting the survey
58.
Competition authorities often obtain the assistance of market research firms to conduct
large-scale surveys in the field, and there are several considerations for selecting these firms. For example,
the then-OFT’s survey guidelines for merger reviews (2011, p. 19) identifies some considerations that are
also relevant for market studies teams seeking external survey support. These include ensuring that the
survey firm has appropriate quality systems and standards, such as compliance with the ISO 20252
standard on market, opinion and social research. In addition, to promote transparency and credibility, a
firm should clearly document survey procedures, such as: the communications used to recruit respondents
(e.g. letters or emails), incentives offered for survey completion, survey scripts or texts, screening and
routing procedures, and instructions or notes provided to interviewers.
59.
When market studies teams conduct surveys themselves, for example using competition authority
staff to conduct focus groups, they must ensure interviewers are sufficiently trained so that they provide a
neutral impression to respondents, and an interview guide should be provided to ensure consistency.
60.
Methods to maximise response rates could also be considered (such as through email follow-ups
for online surveys and prizes). In its 2016 study of the beer sector in the region, the Caribbean Community
Competition Commission promoted participation in its consumer survey via the Caribbean Community’s
public website.
3.3.6. Considerations prior to analysing survey results
61.
While section 4 deals in more depth with analytical techniques used by competition
authorities conducting market studies, there are some unique considerations to using survey data that
will be briefly noted here (based on OECD, 2012). First, market studies teams should consider
potential biases in answers to questions related to respondents’ subjective perceptions (e.g. questions
about the problems associated with certain regulations). These questions are valuable for market studies
teams to identify public concerns and perceptions to which their report and outreach activities must respond.
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However, they may involve more ambiguity than typical competition authority survey questions (e.g.
questions asking about the response of a consumer to a price increase, commonly used in merger and
enforcement proceedings to conduct SSNIP tests and calculate diversion ratios). Second, the response rate
of a survey should be carefully considered before using the results to characterise a broader population.
Competition authorities often commission outside firms to provide external validation of a response rate
and sample size. Further, any issues during the survey process in terms of obtaining the responses of a
particular sub-group of the target population, particularly one that may have reported different results than
the overall responses received, should be carefully considered, and conclusions appropriately moderated.
62.
For example, in its 2016 study of the legal services sector, the CMA commissioned a research
firm to conduct 750 quantitative interviews lasting 20 minutes with 40 follow-up qualitative face-to-face or
telephone interviews of 60-90 minutes (for those that met a specific set of requirements, including
particular experiences with legal services providers). The research firm noted that the 40 follow-up
interviews provided helpful observations, but the sample was not sufficient to be generalisable to the
broader population. Similarly, observations about sub-groups did not meet statistical sample thresholds,
and thus were represented as being indicative only. The key issues covered by the survey included how
consumers chose legal service providers, their awareness of price and quality and how they evaluate it, and
their awareness of available complaint mechanisms.
Summary of key considerations for the use of surveys in market studies






Surveys are a common method of data collection for market studies – particularly when the population
of relevant stakeholders (often consumers) is too large or heterogeneous to permit the systematic use
of interviews or targeted data requests. Surveys can also test the effectiveness of proposed remedies.
Elements of survey design that require careful consideration include the selection of the target
population, the objective of the survey (the precise gap in information or data that the survey is
intended to fill should be clearly defined), the sampling approach (including the use of sub-groups and
the implications on sample size and representativeness) and the survey method (in-person focus
groups and online questionnaires, telephone methods, mail-in questionnaires or field interviews).
Best practices for designing surveys to avoid biases or adverse outcomes include:

 ensuring that questions are worded neutrally
 being conscious of the impact of the order of questions
 considering randomising the order of response choices
 avoiding “double barrelled” questions
 considering whether questions with agree/disagree answers can be replaced
 framing hypothetical price increases in absolute amounts rather than percentages
 considering whether ranking type questions are more appropriate than rating type questions
 ensuring consistency in the wording of questions provided to each respondent




It is common practice to test the design of a survey with a pilot process, first with internal competition
authority staff, and then with a small select group of the target population.
Competition authorities often obtain the assistance of market research firms to conduct large-scale
surveys in the field. The selection of these firms should involve careful consideration of their quality
standards, procedures and measures to ensure transparency.
Prior to incorporating survey results into analysis, market study teams should consider the response
rates (and corresponding implications for representativeness) as well as whether the responses could
reflect biases in respondent perceptions.
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3.4.

Additional targeted research

63.
Market study data collection is an iterative process, as hypotheses are refined and opportunities
or roadblocks are identified. Such roadblocks could include, for example, a survey failing to obtain a
sufficiently high response rate to produce generalisable results, or reticence or inability on the part of
stakeholders to share the information the market study team requires. Several alternative data collection
techniques have been employed by market studies teams to avoid these challenges, or overcome them once
they have been identified.
64.
Purchasing data from market data providers, such as Bloomberg, IRI, Nielsen or Thomson
Reuters, has been mentioned as an alternative to market participant data collection when obtaining the
latter would be resource-intensive, or where there are concerns about accuracy and completeness.
65.
The use of internet product searches and mystery shopping (also called secret shopping), wherein
competition authority staff may collect observations about the prices and information offered to consumers
in a market by posing as consumers, can also be an effective method of data collection. In particular,
mystery shopping can provide a valuable set of evidence for analysis of potential market failures, and can
provide additional context to information provided by stakeholders during consultations and information
requests. For example, in a joint study with the Dutch Consumer Authority, the Netherlands Competition
Authority (ACM, 2010) used mystery shopping to assess the pricing information provided to consumers by
energy companies and price comparison sites. The NCA found that consumers received quotes that
differed from the prices they were charged for energy. The CMA (2016) examined alternative legal service
provider websites to assess the information provided to consumers given potential market failures in legal
services markets. Specific issues assessed were disclosures about the regulatory status of the service
provider, and pricing transparency.
66.
Finally, information on the regulatory framework of a sector can be of fundamental importance to
understanding competitive conditions and potential competition problems. When a sector is heavily
regulated, or when a market study team hypothesises that competition may be held back in a sector as a
result of regulations, a comprehensive regulation collection exercise can be undertaken as part of the
market study. For example, in a study of the intercity bus sector, the French Autorité (2014) identified the
approval process for bus lines as a significant factor affecting competition, particularly since permission to
operate would be denied when a bus line would compete with state-owned rail services.
67.
The process of collecting information on regulations affecting a sector could build on the initial
background information collection phase, and involve a more systematic identification and assessment of
regulations in the sector of the type discussed in the OECD’s Competition Assessment Toolkit. Volume 3
of the Toolkit consists of an operational manual that provides guidance for market studies teams seeking to
comprehensively gather information on the regulatory framework in a sector, including the following
considerations (based on OECD, 2015b, pp. 22-26):


Mapping regulations in sector can be a resource-intensive process (particularly when numerous
outdated or contradictory provisions exist), and market studies teams should ensure information
collection plans, timelines and budgets reflect this.



Defining a clear scope for the sector is important to ensure that the regulation mapping exercise
captures all relevant provisions. This is distinct from reaching a formal market definition, the
potential risks of which are described in section 2.1.
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When developing a comprehensive list of all relevant regulations, market studies teams should
not focus on sectoral regulation alone, as horizontal or multi-sectoral legislation may also have an
impact on competition in the sector.



To identify key legislation in a sector, market studies teams should start with framework laws
that apply to the entire sector, not consider superseded or obsolete legislation (although removal
may be recommended) and focus on legislation that does not implement international agreements
or directives that cannot be easily changed (e.g. EU directives), although the effect of the latter
should be taken into account during the analytical stage.

At the conclusion of this process, the market study team will have gathered and mapped relevant
legislation for further analysis, as described in section 4.5.
Summary of key considerations for additional targeted research methodologies







Purchasing data from market data providers is an alternative to market participant data collection when
the latter would be resource-intensive, or where there are concerns about accuracy and completeness.
The use of internet product searches and secret shopping can provide valuable evidence for the
analysis of potential market failures, and additional context to information provided by stakeholders
during consultations and information requests.
Information on the regulatory framework of a sector can be of fundamental importance to
understanding competitive conditions and potential competition problems.
When a sector is heavily regulated, or when a market study team hypothesises that competition may
be held back in a sector as a result of regulations, a comprehensive regulation collection exercise can
be undertaken in order to conduct a regulatory assessment (described in section 4.5). The OECD’s
Competition Assessment Toolkit can help guide the regulation gathering process.

4. Analytical methodologies
68.
Once a market study team has developed its preliminary hypotheses and collected an initial batch
of requisite information, it can proceed to the core of the market study process – the analysis that will
underlie the study’s conclusions, as well as any recommendations or follow-up actions identified. This
section will describe the analytical methodologies applied in market studies, specifically with respect to
market structure mapping, price analysis, supply analysis, demand analysis and regulatory assessment.
69.
Market studies teams generally begin any analytical process by validating the information they
have collected before relying on it to complete analysis. There are several ways in which they can do so.
They can compare alternative information or data sources and identify any potential biases or discrepancies
that may affect one source relative to another. It is also important to verify variable definitions and
assumptions in any data collected, which may affect the application and results of the analytical techniques
described below (e.g. ensuring common definitions of financial data with respect to costs and parameters
like exchange rates and discounting). In addition, methods to detect erroneous data can be applied,
including: conducting simple visual inspections; graphing values to identify outliers, searching for
structural breaks or discrepancies; and verifying a sample of data points with external sources (as was done
in the French Autorité’s e-commerce study, described above in section 3.2).
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70.
As they collect and validate information, the market study team may need to refine its
preliminary analytical methodology plan – for instance if a certain set of information or data is unavailable,
or if new hypotheses are identified. This is a continuous process, and may require analysis to be conducted
in stages, as findings using one methodology may call for additional analysis in another area. For instance,
indicators of high industry concentration and survey findings pointing to regulatory barriers to competition
could suggest that an assessment of the impacts of sector regulation on competition would be appropriate.
71.
As with information collection processes, stakeholders can be consulted on methodology
selection (either informally or by publishing preliminary findings), particularly if they have had experience
conducting sector-wide analysis, as would be expected for example from a sector regulator.
72.
The selection of analytical techniques is subject to a balancing process, similar to that which
occurs with respect to data collection: a market study team must assess the potential gains of a technique
relative to its resource intensity, time requirements, and additional data collection processes required.
Boxes 4 and 5 describe some best practices in data presentation identified by the UK Competition
Commission (Box 4) and best practices in data analysis identified by Davis and Garcés (2010) (Box 5).
Box 4. Best practices in data presentation
The following points are based on guidance released with respect to submitting economic evidence to the
UK Competition Commission. While meant for parties submitting evidence to the authorities, it can provide useful
tips for the drafting of market studies including economic analysis, such as econometric analysis, formal
theoretical work or profitability analysis.
As noted in the document, the description of economic analysis “should not only present clearly the results
and conclusions of the economic analysis undertaken, but they should also clearly state the methodology used,
the assumptions made in reaching results, the justification for the methodology and the assumptions, and the
robustness of the results to any assumptions made.” It should cover at least the following aspects:





Describe the data used for the analysis. For instance, if evidence relies on surveys, it should provide a
“short description of the sampling design and research methodology”, including “a comparison of the
characteristics of the sample with those of the population from which the sample was drawn (e.g. age,
social grade).”
Set out the hypothesis to be tested and ensure that the assumptions are clear. For instance in the case
of empirical analysis, the document “should contain a clear explanation of any economic modelling that
underpins the empirical analysis.”



“Contain a clear explanation of the rationale for the choice of methodology used to analyse the data”
for example how the model can identify the economic impacts that are being measured, separated
from other factors and events; and the choice of instrumental variables.



“Include the appropriate diagnostic test results (t-statistics, R2, etc).” In addition, “the economic
significance of results should […] be explained, especially when this is not clear from the econometric
output.”



”A technical appendix presenting the methodology and results in much greater detail, including any
algebraic manipulation of models, econometric output and diagnostic tests as appropriate.”

Source: Competition Commission (2009), Suggested best practice for submissions of technical economic analysis from parties
to the Competition Commission, https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/economic-analysis-submissions-best-practice
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Box 5. Best practices in data analysis
A variety of sources provide hands-on advice on conducting econometric exercises for, example Bishop and
Walker (2010), Hatzitaskos, K., D. Card and V. Howell (2012). The best practices listed below are based on Davis
and Garcés (2010), sections 2.3 and 2.4.









The first step in conducting an econometric exercise is to consider the potential economic models that
would be suitable to the questions the analyst wishes to address. In practice, one would need to
identify: “(1) which variable(s) we want our model to explain, (2) which variables are likely to play the
role of explanatory variables, and (3) whether theory and industry knowledge suggest that particular
variables are likely to be endogenous….”
Before proceeding to estimation, data cleaning and a descriptive analysis of the sample should be
performed, including “to carefully study the raw data to detect outliers; to evaluate correlations between
the explanatory variables”. Reporting the main descriptive statistics of the variables in the dataset is
good practice and helps detect outliers. Plotting the data assists in the modelling exercise, e.g. “if the
key variables in an analysis exhibit little variation (or indeed variation at the wrong frequency), it will be
impossible to measure the causal effect of one variable on another.”
Once a model has been estimated, it is important to carry out tests to check the quality of the
regression specification and of the estimates. For instance, “there are a battery of tests for outliners
[…], functional form misspecification, heteroskedasticity, endogeneity, autocorrelation, and so on.
Ideally, a regression specification should pass them or at least most of them.”
Robustness checks can be performed to test how the results change when the specification or the
estimation method change. For example, “an analyst may not be confident that a particular assumption
holds so it may be useful to test whether relaxing the assumption, for instance, by allowing
nonlinearities or introducing an additional control variable, drastically affects the estimation results.”

Source: Davis and Garcés (2010).

4.1.

Market structure mapping and identifying key market characteristics

73.
It is common for market study teams to undertake a descriptive exercise that uses information
collected to construct a broader picture of a sector and its participants – in fact, it is often a prominent part
of final market study reports. Even if the market study report does not include a formal market definition,
this descriptive exercise is essential for narrowing the focus of the market study team, and provides context
for the construction and interpretation of subsequent analysis.
74.
Mapping the structure of a market, in terms of producers, intermediaries, consumers and other
stakeholders can be a useful exercise. This process can begin early in a market study, as it will likely
inform stakeholder consultation efforts and play an important role in refining hypotheses. Diagrams and
other visual representations can effectively summarise the range of participants in a sector, and the
relationships between them. Figure 2 is one such example. When placed at the outset of a market study
report, market structure diagrams can also serve as a helpful guide for terminologies used later in the
document. Another visual method of conveying overview information about a sector is the use of charts
and tables to present summary statistics – common in almost all of the market studies described below.
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Figure 2. A sample of a market structure diagram - the waste value chain in the Nordic countries

Source: Study conducted by the Nordic Competition Authorities (2016, p. 58)

75.
Market structure diagrams, summary statistics and other descriptive components of a market
study usually result from a market study team’s identification of key sector characteristics in three areas:
suppliers, consumers, and product or service characteristics.
4.1.1. Supplier characteristics and conditions of supply
76.
A comprehensive understanding of the different types of suppliers operating in a market can help
develop, refine and test a market study team’s hypotheses. This can include:


Identifying the distribution chain: The different stages of the production and distribution chain,
such as input producers, manufacturers, distributors and retailers, should be identified. Market
studies teams must assess how far back in the distribution chain they must look to understand
competitive conditions in a sector. Specific areas to examine include:
 The main players involved in supplying a firm’s inputs and those responsible for distributing
products to consumers (if any). This served to identify potential sources of market power in
the Irish Competition Authority’s study of import distribution (2009), and trends affecting the
way consumers access generic drugs in the Canadian Competition Bureau’s study of the
sector (2007). The FTC’s 2014 study on data brokers mapped out the relationships between
data brokers and their suppliers, as well as the various types of products and services of data
brokers – underlining the wide range of data brokers’ data acquisition and sales strategies.
 The broad terms of arrangements between manufacturers and distributors. These can have a
significant impact on the nature of competition in a sector, as was the case with the French
Autorité’s e-commerce study (2012), which observed that perfume and luxury cosmetics
manufacturers limit the number of online retailers permitted to sell their product.
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 The degree to which there is vertical integration in the supply chain, which was an important
issue in assessing competitive conditions in the Irish port sector (2013), for example. Recent
mergers activity, both horizontal and vertical, can also be relevant.
 Concentration indicators can also provide a preliminary sense of the relative size of different
firms at each part of the distribution chain. In its port sector study, the Irish Competition
Authority examined market shares and Herfindhal-Hirschman index values in the sector. The
Authority identified the causes of variation in market shares over time as well, to provide
historical context on competitive dynamics in the sector.
 Comparisons with the market structure in other jurisdictions can be an informative exercise to
establish an understanding of whether the sector in question is unique, and whether this is
reflective (or the source of) any competition problems. In its 2014 interregional bus study, the
French Autorité conducted a comparison of market structure and regulations in France with
those in Germany, Norway, Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom.


Categorising firms at each level of the distribution chain: To permit better-informed analysis,
firms can be grouped based on their size, business model, behaviour or location (i.e. whether they
are importers or domestic firms), as appropriate. Examples include:
 The FTC’s patent assertion entity study (2016), which sought to assess PAE behaviour by
dividing them into two categories: portfolio and litigation PAEs. Portfolio PAEs negotiated
licenses for the use of patents, and earned the majority of PAE revenue, whereas litigation
PAEs obtained revenue primarily from settlements after suing alleged patent violators. The
Commission observed that litigation PAEs could be associated with undesirable and frivolous
litigation in some circumstances, and consequently proposed patent law reforms to minimise
this risk.
 The French Autorité’s vehicle repair and maintenance study (2012) grouped service providers
according to their ownership, and found that manufacturers favoured their own repair and
maintenance service providers relative to independent service providers.
 The Irish Competition Authority’s port sector study (2013) examined public ownership of the
ports sector and identified three models of port management, each with a different mixture of
public and private management with respect to infrastructure, labour, and other functions.
The study recommended changes to the degree of public ownership and management to
promote competition in the sector.
 The French Autorité’s study of the interregional bus sector study (2013) distinguished lowcost operators, whose prices exhibited greater volatility, from operators with more stable
pricing sectors.
 The pharmaceutical manufacturing and distribution studies cited in Annex A analyse in depth
the dynamics in markets with respect to brand name and generic versions of medicines. The
European Commission’s 2009 study on this subject examined different strategies available
for branded medicines in dealing with patent expiry, for example, which included “pay for
delay” strategies to delay the entry of generic medicines into the market.
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Identifying barriers to entry in the sector: While the existence of barriers to entry may require
more in-depth analysis (as described further in section 4.3.1), market study teams can often
identify potential barriers early-on in a study. For example in a market investigation of the
aggregates, cement and ready-mix concrete sectors, the CMA identified barriers to entry
including licensing requirements, the effects of which were later substantiated with an
econometric entry and exit analysis (discussed in section 4.3). Barriers to bringing new drugs to
market, including both regulatory and intellectual property-related barriers, were described in
generic medicine studies conducted by the European Commission (2009) and Canadian
Competition Bureau (2007). The Irish Authority’s ports study (2013) identified barriers to entry
and expansion, including high capital costs associated with the sector.



Synthesising available information on production and pricing strategies: By comparing
observations from firms obtained in interviews with other available information, including thirdparty analyses conducted by regulators or industry analysts, market study teams can form a
picture of how a product is (i) made and (ii) priced. This information forms an essential part of a
market study’s overall narrative about the functioning of a sector, and can help place quantitative
analyses in context. Relevant subjects include production costs, capacity constraints, economies
of scale or scope and pricing models. For example:
 In its 2014 study of the financial sector, the Mexican Comisión Federal de Competencia
Económica identified several characteristics of financial service provision, particularly
economies of scale and scope, the importance of fixed costs, and the scope for price
discrimination, that affected competitive dynamics in the sector.
 The CMA (2016) noted the wide price differences in pricing of some legal service providers,
illustrated with a box and whisker graph and a statistical test of price differences, suggesting
the benefits for consumers of “shopping around.”
 The German Bundeskartellamt’s milk sector study in 2012 examined the competitive
implications of pricing reference models in the sector, in order to assess the incentives for,
and risks of, collusive behaviour.



Determining how the sales and delivery process functions: It is also important to understand
how firms market their product or service to consumers, and how the product is provided to the
consumer. The diagram below from the FTC’s data broker study (2014, p. 30) is an example of a
visual illustration of the process through which firms acquire clients and deliver services.
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Figure 3. A sample of a diagram setting out the service delivery process - the FTC study of data brokers

Source: FTC study of the data broker sector (2014, p. 30)

4.1.2. Consumer characteristics
77.
While they typically are less of a focus than those of supplying firms, the identification of key
consumer characteristics can provide valuable input into the design of subsequent analysis and
recommendations for market studies, particularly when consumer protection or market failure issues are
being considered. In particular, market study teams can categorise consumers according to their type
(preferences, intended use of the product or service, firm size, income/revenue level, etc.), and analyse a
range of behavioural factors to help define the market, assess demand substitutability, identify market
failures and discover consumer protection issues, among other things. This can involve:
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Categorising consumers based on their preferences and alternatives available to them: The
French Autorité’s 2014 interregional bus sector study categorised consumers based on whether
they had access to a vehicle or not, since this was found to be a significant determinative factor in
their demand for interregional bus services.



Categorising consumers according to their behaviour: The FTC mapped out the wide range of
consumers of data from data brokers in its 2014 study based on their intended use of the data. In
the pharmaceutical sector, the Canadian Competition Bureau’s 2007 study was organised
according to the settings in which consumers would obtain medications, including hospitals and
different types of pharmacies, as well as the government price-setting procedures.



Assessing consumer information: The CMA’s 2016 energy and retail banking market
investigations examined consumer characteristics in terms of the degree to which they were
informed about the prices they paid, service quality and alternative providers. This uncovered a
low awareness of cost, quality and alternatives, and thus a low likelihood to switch providers,
which dampened competitive pressures in the sector.
The availability (or lack thereof) of consumer information, and the ability of consumers to assess
the information available to them, was also an important subject in the CMA’s 2016 legal
services study, the ACCC’s 2015 health insurance study, and the French Autorité’s 2012 car
maintenance and repair study, among others. These studies were rooted in an understanding of
the fundamental characteristics of the product (described further in section 4.1.3) and the
information available to consumers ( gathered for example through secret shopping).



Other consumer characteristics: The Irish Competition Authority’s 2012 import distribution
study examined the relative importance of various goods or services as a proportion of household
spending to help narrow its scope. In the pharmaceutical sector, the French Autorité (2013)
examined long-term domestic and international trends affecting demand, including for example
self-medication in the French market.

4.1.3. Product or service characteristics
78.
The characteristics of a sector’s products or services can have a significant impact on competitive
conditions. Market studies can explore these characteristics through a qualitative analysis of a sector. Two
aspects to take into account are:


The basis of competition in and between sectors: It can be valuable for market studies teams to
understand whether firms compete on the basis of price, quality, variety, innovation, after-sales
services, other factors, or a combination thereof. The Irish Competition Authority’s study of the
ports sector (2013) identified key selection criteria of ports for shippers, including cost,
geographic position and infrastructure. For its interregional bus sector study, the French Autorité
(2014) considered price per kilometre and speed to be the drivers of the purchase decision of
consumers when comparing bus and train lines. The Italian Autorità Garante della Concorrenza e
del Mercato's (AGCM) 2016 study of the human vaccines sector considered the scope for
differentiation between different vaccines when evaluating the basis of competition between
vaccine manufacturers.
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Product characteristics that lead to market failures: Product characteristics that result in
market failures can be the source of a wide range of market problems and should be identified
when considering both (i) whether any unidentified market failures are distorting competition or
(ii) whether current regulations intended to respond to market failures are fit for purpose.
Section 4.1.2 discussed some examples of studies in sectors where it appeared that consumer
information was limited, with negative implications for competition in the sector. In the vaccine
example described above (AGCM, 2016), for example, it was determined that producers held
more information than purchasers (including government health authorities) with respect to their
pricing models, preventing purchasers from conducting sufficient comparisons or cost-benefit
analyses when making purchase decisions. The existence and impact of market failures such as
information gaps can be further tested with targeted data gathering exercises (e.g. targeted
consumer surveys) and the analyses discussed in section 4.4.

Summary of key considerations for market structure mapping and identifying key sector characteristics









4.2.

Mapping the structure of a market can begin early in a market study, as it can inform stakeholder
consultation efforts and play an important role in refining hypotheses. Diagrams and other visual
representations can effectively convey the results of this process in market study reports.
Relevant supplier characteristics that have been examined in market studies include the distribution
chain (in terms of structure, key players involved, agreement terms, integration and concentration),
barriers to new firm entry, production and pricing strategies, and the sales process. Comparisons with
market structure in other jurisdictions are also common.
The identification of key consumer characteristics can help define the market, assess demand
substitutability, identify market failures, discover consumer protection issues, provide valuable input
into the design of subsequent analysis and shape recommendations for market studies. Consumers
can be categorised based on their preferences, the alternatives available to them, and their behaviour.
Consumer-focused analysis can also assess the range of information available to consumers when
making their purchasing decision.
Product or service characteristics that can be relevant to this process include an analysis of the basis
of competition in the sector, and the identification of product characteristics that lead to market failures.

Price analysis

79.
Data analysis seeks to test hypotheses on the nature and extent of competition in a given market.
While the specific methodology will depend on the hypothesis under consideration, the majority of market
studies will include at least a descriptive analysis of prices. This section will describe the various
price-based analyses conducted for market studies, including price comparisons, profitability analyses and
price concentration analysis.
4.2.1. Price comparisons and trends
80.
Comparisons are among the most common types of price analysis conducted for market studies.
They can be made between firms offering the same product, between competing products, or between
regions or countries for a given product. In fact, price differences can be one of the primary motivations for
conducting a market study to begin with, as was the case with the Irish Competition Authority’s 2009
import distribution study, which sought to address differences in retail good prices between the Republic of
Ireland and Northern Ireland.
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81.
On the basis of pricing comparisons, market study teams can pursue additional analysis to
understand the drivers of major price differences, and to assess whether competitive conditions may be
contributing to these differences. For example, the UK Competition Commission’s home credit lending
market investigation in 2006 conducted a comparison of prices in the United Kingdom home credit sector
relative to other lending products in the United Kingdom, and relative to home credit lending in the
Republic of Ireland. This process required first considering what type of price would permit comparability
among products (the annual percentage rate of a loan’s interest charge or the total cost of credit). The
Commission found that the cost of home credit lending was significantly higher than that of other lending
products, but it noted that “…given the differences in the product offerings, [the relatively high price of
home credit loans] does not necessarily imply that a home credit loan represents worse value for money”
(2006, p. 7). The price comparison in this case therefore provided a starting point, rather than conclusive
assessment, helping refine hypotheses and guide analysis to explain price differences, which then focused
on whether price competition among lenders for these types of loans was weak (which, in fact, the
Commission found). Another example is the econometric analysis conducted by the Portuguese Autoridade
da Concorrência in its 2010 study on large retail groups and their relationships with their suppliers, which
compared branded and private label product prices.
82.
When comparing prices between regions or countries, there are several factors that must be
considered in order to avoid drawing inaccurate conclusions from potential distortions. For instance, any
factors resulting in cost differences, including transport costs, should be taken into account prior to
comparisons. The presence of pricing regulation in a jurisdiction could also distort the results of a
comparison, and could mean that jurisdiction should be excluded from analysis given the price is not
reflective of competitive conditions. Other factors that are more difficult to adjust for include differences in
consumer preferences, which may affect price differences between regions but are challenging to identify.
83.
International price comparisons can also be particularly challenging when differences in
exchange rates are involved. The UK Competition Commission was able to avoid this issue in its home
credit study, described above, by focusing on costs expressed as a percentage of the loan value, while the
French Autorité’s 2012 vehicle repair and maintenance study focused on the evolution of prices in different
jurisdictions using a price index. When these options are not available or relevant, market study teams can
consider using purchasing power parity (“PPP”) exchange rates to convert prices for comparison. PPP rates
are generally preferable to nominal exchange rates because they adjust for differences in price levels and
convert currencies based on “the rate at which the currency of one country would have to be converted into
that of another country to buy the same amount of goods and services in each country” (Callen, 2007). PPP
rates can also be used to adjust for price level differences among countries with the same currency, such as
countries in the euro area. Even with a PPP exchange rate, however, there may be significant differences
between prices in countries or regions that should be accounted for prior to undertaking comparisons,
including the rate of value-added tax embedded in prices. As such, market study teams generally aim to
choose comparator regions or countries that are as similar as possible to their jurisdiction.
84.
In addition to comparisons of price levels, an analysis of pricing strategies and movements can be
helpful in drawing broader inferences about competitive conditions in a sector. These analyses could
include the identification of price discrimination, assessing the variability (or stagnancy) of prices in a
sector, examining discounting behaviour and considering cost pass-through. For example, in its 2013
investigation of statutory audit services, the UK Competition Commission observed that accounting firms’
audit prices for a given client tended to follow a pattern in which they would increase over three to five
years after the firm was appointed as an auditor, suggesting that firms had market power, which informed
further analysis on issues such as switching costs.
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85.
The CMA’s energy market investigation examined the question of cost pass-through, in response
to “concerns that suppliers appear to raise domestic retail prices more quickly when costs increase than
they reduce prices when costs fall” (2016a, p. 28). The analysis compared movements in an energy firm
cost benchmark (reflecting energy, network and policy costs) with an average consumer bill, both
expressed as pounds per consumer per year, and found that the gap between costs and energy bills had
increased over time, suggesting a deterioration in competition during the period examined.
86.
Due to the nature of the concerns they often seek to address, numerous fuel sector studies also
include price trend and cost pass-through analysis:


The ACCC regularly publishes market studies on the Australian petroleum market, including
price trends in a number of large cities and almost 200 regional locations. These studies examine
competitive conditions by analysing pricing movements, using seven-day moving averages to
smooth out daily price variation. For example, in its September 2016 edition, the study concluded
that competition in the area of Armidale was insufficient, based on the fact that prices were
higher than neighbouring regions and discounting was rare, which led to relatively high retail
margins and profits (ACCC, 2016b).



The Canadian Competition Bureau’s 2014 study of propane markets with the Canadian National
Energy Board examined the range of costs that made up the price of retail propane, including
production, storage, transportation and distribution, as well as broader trends affecting those
costs. This study found no indications of competition problems in the market, and explained rapid
increases in the price of retail propane by pointing to weather conditions (increasing propane
demand for home heating and agricultural purposes), supply chain disruptions and the rapid
growth of exports.



The French Autorité’s 2012 e-commerce study explained differences in prices between physical
retail outlets and online retailers with reference to differences in distribution costs, since online
retailers avoided the costs of having a physical retail location. The study also identified some
shortcomings in the analysis of price differences between online and physical retailers.
Specifically, the study cautioned against simply comparing the lowest online price with that of a
traditional retailer, given that the lowest online prices for a given set of goods will often involve
numerous online retailers, meaning significant search costs could be incurred.

87.
Market study teams should be aware that pricing analysis may not always be possible, and when
it is not clear that representative pricing data (preferably transaction-level data) are available, teams should
be cautious in drawing conclusions solely on the basis of price evidence. For example, in its study of the
pet medications sector, the FTC was transparent about these challenges, noting: “Despite an extensive
record compiled by FTC staff, publicly available data do not permit an empirical analysis of the
differences, if any, between prices offered by non-veterinary retailers and those offered by veterinarians”
(2015, p. 25).
4.2.2. Profitability analysis
88.
The assessment of profitability is an alternative way to investigate if firms charge ‘high’ prices.
In the 2011 OECD Competition Committee roundtable on excessive price enforcement cases, profitability
analysis was indeed considered a more reliable alternative to price comparisons, since the latter require the
definition of a price benchmark under competitive conditions (OECD, 2011).7 However, the roundtable
also noted the challenges involved in this type of approach and stressed the importance of considering a
range of different methodologies to reach conclusions on excessive prices.
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89.
The main insight underpinning profitability analysis is that firms in a competitive market would
earn profits that, after covering costs, are sufficient to compensate providers of debt and equity (i.e. the
cost of capital). When profits are higher than the cost of capital, firms earn “excess” profits. One of the
most frequently used methodologies in profitability analysis, based on accounting data, is to compare
return on capital employed (ROCE) with the weighted average cost of capital (WACC). 8 ROCE is defined
as earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT), divided by the capital employed in a given period of time,
while the WACC is a weighted average of the cost of equity and debt, where the weights depend on the
company’s financial structure. Different groups of firms (e.g. large incumbents vs. smaller competitors;
vertically integrated suppliers vs. independent suppliers) may also be compared, if the authority has
reasons to believe that the market may not function well due to a specific group’s behaviour.
90.
The following paragraphs comment on the extent to which it is possible to draw inferences on the
extent of competition in the market, on the basis of profitability analysis, and sets out some of its practical
challenges.
4.2.2.1

What conclusions can be drawn?

91.
As recognised in the Guidelines for market investigations issued by UK Competition
Commission, there are various reasons why profits are high, such as “some firms earning higher profits as
a result of past innovation, or superior efficiency” (Competition Commission, 2013; paragraph 177).
Therefore a finding of high profits by itself is not a conclusion that competition does not work well in the
market. Ideally the market study would attempt to identify the sources of high profits. For instance, the
Italian study into the milk and dairy sector presents evidence showing higher profitability of milk
producers (i.e. farmers) in Italy compared with other European countries (AGCM, 2016). This profitability
is driven by higher revenues, while costs relative to other countries are relatively high. The report
concludes that the sector appears less efficient than in north-European markets, however it attributes this
difference to structural factors that cannot easily be affected by individual producers.9
92.
The UK Competition Commission (2013) guidelines suggest observing whether a significant
share of firms in a market have exhibited high profitability over a “sustained” period, to identify possible
competition problems. Further analysis could be carried out to understand the reasons for high profits. For
instance, price concentration studies (see below) are sometimes performed on profits and can help connect
the observed outcome with other economic variables. Competition authorities can also investigate where,
within the market, profits are generated. When a large incumbent shows consistently higher profitability,
this may suggest market power. In the presence of stable profitability for a group of incumbent firms over
time, the competition authority may consider further investigating potential co-ordination. In some market
studies, competition authorities are called to assess vertical relationships (e.g. food sector, retailer vs.
suppliers). In those cases it is informative to investigate which activities attract the largest shares of profits.
In the dairy market study noted above, AGCM (2016) found that the manufacturers’ share of total margins
was falling over time and was lower than the retailers’ share, contrary to some complaints.
4.2.2.2

Measurement and challenges

93.
The starting point for measuring ROCE and WACC is to obtain profit and loss (P&L) accounts
and balance sheets for the relevant companies. In addition, data from financial services providers are
typically necessary to estimate WACC, including stock returns. To move from accounting data to variables
that have economic meaning, some adjustments are typically necessary. For instance, assets are often
reported at acquisition value in balance sheets (so-called historical cost accounting). However, this does
not reflect the actual value of the assets to the company and therefore estimates are required of the value at
current prices. CMA (2014) provides an introductory treatment of the variables and their main sources.
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94.
In addition, there may be sector-specific considerations when measuring profitability. In the case
of banks, the definition of profitability could be quite different. In the market study on small and mediumsized enterprises (SME) financing, the Dutch ACM calculates the profit margins on SME loans and
overdrafts (ACM, 2015). The profit margin is defined as the difference between the interest rate charged to
the client and the bank’s costs. The latter include funding costs, expected risk costs, operational and other
costs, and capital costs. In the market study, ACM defines and measures all the relevant variables, also
providing an explanation of the assumptions used, e.g. on the banks’ funding mix.10
95.
While assessing ROCE is a widespread approach, there are other ways to measure profitability.
Other measures include return on equity (e.g. in the financial sector), return on sales (e.g. if it is not
possible to obtain reliable estimates of capital), profit per consumer account or a model based on the firms’
cash-flows when this information is available, as noted in the Guidelines for market investigations issued
by UK Competition Commission. Oxera (2003) and OECD (2011) set out the relative merits for the use of
alternative measures.
96.

As stated in OECD (2011), there are a few caveats when carrying out profitability analysis:


“Accounting profits are often sensitive to different approaches to depreciation



Cost and revenue allocation for multi-product companies operating multiple lines of business is
particularly difficult



Company accounts of international companies depend on transfer price arrangements



Risk factors are highly dependent on assessments of investors that can fluctuate substantially
over time.”

97.
Moreover, related to the first two bullet points, asset valuation will affect profitability too. This
may be the case especially when assets are intangible and there are several valuation methodologies
leading to very different results (KPMG, 2016). In these situations, it is best practice “to take into account
a range of profitability measures – not only ROCE – in coming to a view on the financial performance of
the relevant firms”, as highlighted in CMA (2014, paragraph 32). For this reason, sectors in which assets
are mostly intangible (e.g. professional services) or there is a high degree of shared costs (e.g. IT systems)
are particularly challenging.11
98.
Finally, there may be cases when the challenges above are so severe that competition authorities
may consider and then dismiss profitability analysis in a market study because it was not robust enough.
For instance, this was the case in the UK Competition Commission’s study in the statutory audit market.
The factors leading to that decision included difficulties in asset valuation (considering that the assets of
audit firms are mostly intangible), in measuring partner costs and more generally in cost allocation
(Competition Commission, 2013).
4.2.3. Price concentration studies
99.
Price concentration analysis studies the relationship between price (or margin) and a measure of
concentration, such as “the HHI, the market share of the largest firm and an n-firm concentration measure”
(Bishop and Walker, 2010). Therefore this methodology addresses directly the question of whether there is
evidence that increased concentration is associated with higher prices, and is applicable to a large range of
cases.12 In practical terms, it looks at how price and concentration vary over many separate “markets”.
While a first intuitive conclusion could be reached by plotting the two variables, the most common
approach is to estimate an econometric model in which price is estimated as a function of concentration
and a number of controls, such as cost factors varying across markets and some measure of market size
(e.g. population, number of subscribers).
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100.
The ease of estimation and interpretation of results make price concentration analysis a very
appealing methodology. In fact there are a few examples of price concentration analysis in market studies,
such as in supermarkets, banking and statutory audit. These examples help illustrate some of the modelling
assumptions, such as the use of prices or margins, the choice of the concentration measure and the
assumption of homogeneous goods. For other general analytical issues, such as the simultaneity between
price and concentration and the relative merits of cross-section and time series data, see Bishop and
Walker, 2010; 14-017 – 14-027.
101.
In some situations, studying price variation is not feasible but it is possible to obtain profit
margins. This may be the case, for instance, when suppliers charge uniform prices at a national level.
While prices are therefore constant across the country, margins will vary due to local cost conditions. The
UK Competition Commission conducted a margin – concentration analysis in its 2008 investigation of
supermarkets. The authority carried out an analysis of local profit margins, depending on local
concentration and other variables to take account of local costs, market and store characteristics.13 In this
model, profit margin was defined as the margin over variable costs.
102.
The choice of concentration measure depends on the market study team’s initial hypotheses. In
the 2008 supermarkets investigation, the focus was the effect of local concentration and not of specific
competitors, such as a dominant firm. Concentration was measured in alternative ways that referred to all
firms (i.e. number of competing supermarkets, number of competing stores, total competing floor space
and total floor space) and was always found to have a negative significant effect on profit margins. The
magnitude of the effect was however significantly different, suggesting the importance of considering
alternative definitions and to verify the robustness of estimates. A similar approach, or one relying on HHI
or an n-firm concentration ratio, would be suitable when the authority is concerned about tacit collusion.
103.
One of the key assumptions in price concentration analysis is that a comparison can take place
between the same product in different regions. But this may not be the case if: (i) there is more than one
product involved; or (ii) if it is not possible to find areas or markets to compare.
104.
Related to point (i), the latest UK retail banking investigation shows the complexities of deriving
composite price measures when the product provides “a number of different services to customers and the
structure of PCA [personal current account] pricing differs between accounts” (CMA, 2017; paragraph
5.59). The report sets out the steps to derive average prices, which can be summarised as follows:


Based on a sample of customer accounts, showing “consumption” behaviour, an external data
provider calculated the net price per month for each account.



This process results in “the prices each customer in the sample would pay for each product”
(paragraph 5.62). These prices are averaged by consumer to obtain average product prices.



Average prices by bank / group are obtained by weighting average product prices by the number
of customers using each product (as per the dataset).



This initial methodology and results were subject to consultation, following which the analysis
was updated and subject to a second consultation.

105.
Recognising that there may be other approaches to the derivation of average prices, the CMA
notes that these averages should be interpreted as estimates (CMA, 2017; paragraph 5.65). These prices do
not feed into a formal model: average prices are plotted by supplier size. CMA (2017) concludes that
“there is a tendency for larger providers to have higher average prices, with a correlation coefficient of
0.56 between average group price and actual market shares” (paragraph 10.14). The CMA also notes that
the comparability of concentration measures over time is made difficult by the fact that there have been
many mergers and divestments in the UK market over the relevant period.
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106.
The challenge of identifying separate markets to compare (point ii above) emerged in the
statutory audit investigation carried out by the UK Competition Commission. The authority set out in a
working paper the reasons why it believed that a price concentration analysis would not lead to robust
conclusions in the statutory audit market investigation (Competition Commission, 2012b). One of them
concerned the difficulty of defining a sufficient number of markets to make the analysis feasible and robust.
The literature on audit fees usually defines a market based on the sector in which the audit client operates.
Put simply, in order to have a sufficiently large sample for econometric analysis, markets should be
defined narrowly. However, this does not accord with business reality since auditors can easily enter into
adjacent sectors, by leveraging their existing expertise. In addition, the Competition Commission noted
that concentration did not vary sufficiently in the sample and therefore the model could not provide an
estimate of its coefficient.14
107.
Price concentration studies may also rely on country-level data, where each country is a separate
market. In its retail banking market investigation, the UK CMA reviewed extensively the available
evidence on the relationship between concentration and outcomes. In the final report, a number of studies
were reviewed, including papers based on cross-country analysis. The studies are typically based on the
entire banking market and do not distinguish between specific products. For these reasons, their
conclusions can be applied to the relevant markets considered in the CMA investigation only to a certain
extent.15
Summary of key considerations for conducting price analysis



Market study teams should be aware that pricing analysis may not always be possible, and when it is
not clear that representative pricing data are available, teams should be cautious in drawing
conclusions solely on the basis of price evidence.

Price comparisons





Price comparisons can be made between firms offering the same product, between competing
products, or between regions or countries for a given product, and can motivate further analysis to
understand the drivers of major differences when they exist. Several factors must be considered in
order to avoid drawing inaccurate conclusions from price comparisons, including differences in certain
costs (such as transport costs), pricing regulation, differences in consumer preferences and exchange
rates (for international price comparisons).
In addition to comparisons of price levels, an analysis of pricing strategies and movements can be
helpful in drawing broader inferences about competitive conditions in a sector.

Profitability analysis







High profits in a sector do not alone suggest a conclusion that competition does not work well in the
market. A market study should attempt to identify the sources of high profits (whether they are due, for
instance, to innovation and efficiency or competition problems in a market).
The main insight underpinning profitability analysis is that firms in a competitive market would earn
profits that, after covering costs, are sufficient to compensate providers of debt and equity (i.e. the cost
of capital). When profits are higher than the cost of capital, firms earn “excess” profits.
One of the most frequently used methodologies in profitability analysis, based on accounting data, is to
compare the return on capital employed (ROCE) with the weighted average cost of capital (WACC).
Alternatives to ROCE include return on equity (e.g. in the financial sector), return on sales (e.g. if it is
not possible to obtain reliable estimates of capital), profit per consumer account or a model based on
the firms’ cash-flows
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To move from accounting data to variables that have economic meaning, some adjustments are
typically necessary. In addition, there may be sector-specific considerations when measuring
profitability that should be identified prior to conducting profitability analysis.

Price concentration analysis





4.3.

Price concentration analysis studies the relationship between price (or margin) and a measure of
concentration, such as the HHI. This methodology assesses whether there is evidence that increased
concentration in the sector is associated with higher prices, and is applicable to a large range of cases.
While a first intuitive conclusion could be reached by plotting the two variables, the most common
approach is to estimate an econometric model in which price is estimated as a function of
concentration and a number of controls.
One of the key assumptions in price concentration analysis is that a comparison can take place
between the same product in different regions or countries. This can be challenging when there are
multiple products or services to compare, or when there are substantial differences with the comparator
region or country.

Supply-focused analysis

108.
Assessing if a market is competitive involves analysing a number of characteristics which
provide an indication of how firms compete.16 These include barriers to entry and expansion and the nature
of oligopolistic interaction between firms (e.g. potential for co-ordination).
4.3.1. Barriers to entry and expansion
109.
The prospect of entry or expansion, within a reasonable time period, can be an important
competitive constraint on incumbents. If new entrants can quickly enter at a low cost, this will help prevent
incumbents from exercising market power. Even existing firms can exert discipline on competitors when
they can expand production flexibly. In fact, the mere threat of entry or expansion may be a source of
competitive discipline. Intuitively, analysing if a market is subject to barriers to entry may make sense
when limited entry has been observed. However, as noted in the UK Guidelines for market investigations
(Competition Commission, 2013; paragraph 175), the fact that no major entry has taken place recently does
not necessarily mean that there are barriers to entry. Conversely, “small-scale past entry does not
demonstrate the absence of entry barriers” (paragraph 234).
110.
There are a variety of barriers to entry and expansions, such as absolute barriers (e.g. patents,
economies of scale; sites for quarries), strategic barriers (e.g. increasing endogenous sunk costs, engaging
in patent litigation), regulatory barriers (see section 4.5) or reputation effects.17 Some examples can be
drawn from the following market studies:


Ports: the Irish study on the ports sector explains how inter-port competition is limited by
barriers to expansion (for example, ports may not have sufficient space or water depth to serve
larger vessels), or planning permissions may prevent their expansion (Competition and Consumer
Protection Commission, 2013).



Statutory audit market: the UK Competition Commission estimated a cost function to
investigate the existence of economies of scale and scope in the market (Competition
Commission, 2012a). Engagement-level labour costs were modelled as a function of client
characteristics (e.g. size, sector) and auditor characteristics (e.g. size).18 The authority found
economies of scale with respect to client size and considered that, despite some methodological
difficulties, the data were not inconsistent with economics of scale with respect to auditor size.
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Pharmaceuticals: the European Commission inquiry focused on whether the behaviour of
originator companies (i.e. producers of branded medicines) created obstacles for generics to enter
the market. For the purposes of the study, the study team collected information on the various
practices followed by originator companies, including the acquisition of “secondary” patents (i.e.
patents relating to the first product, such as a reformulation), patent-related disputes and patent
settlements. The scope of the analysis concerned more than a hundred generic substances over
the period 2000–2007.19 In almost half of the cases, the study found that originator companies
engaged in disputes with generic companies; on more than 40% of the substances, strategies of
secondary patenting were adopted. By comparing these results with those for the top 30 selling
medicines, the study concluded that these strategies were used more frequently on the best-selling
medicines than in the wider sample.



Cement: the UK Competition Commission found that, in some cases, incumbents acted
strategically to undermine the feasibility of cement imports. These practices included “applying
pressure to restrict cement supplies to independent importers, purchasing of import terminals
and/or importers; leveraging of contacts with importers in other markets and targeting lowerpriced cement selectively at customers of cement importers” (Competition Commission, 2014;
paragraph 38).



Big data: barriers to entry and expansion can arise from any investment decision. There are also
cases in which advantages are created by data collection, for instance by large incumbents such
as retailers or search engines. The French/German joint study on data notes that the “collection
and exploitation of data may raise barriers to entry” if new entrants cannot gather or gain access,
for a fee, to the same data as incumbents (French Autorité and German Bundeskartellamt, 2016;
Section III).

4.3.2. Practices observed in the sector
111.
On the supply side, potential problems may also arise from the conduct of firms that are already
in the market, such as co-ordinated behaviour or from some form of unilateral conduct. Some examples are
briefly described below.
112.
A few market studies investigate whether there is co-ordinated behaviour between the firms in
the market. The competition authority may examine (i) the characteristics of the market and whether they
are potentially conducive to co-ordination; and (ii) market outcomes, such as market share stability over
time, price parallelism and high profitability.
113.
As an example of point (i) above, in the milk market study (Bundeskartellamt, 2012) the German
competition authority extensively assessed whether market transparency facilitated co-ordination. The
Bundeskartellamt found that there were a number of information systems in the sector and that most
provided data on individual dairies (e.g. the milk prices paid by individual dairies).20 As a result, the
Bundeskartellamt commented that “[m]ost of the regional milk markets are transparent for all market
participants with regard to the collected milk quantities, producer structures and dairy structures in the
respective market (paragraph 145).” In addition to these systems facilitating the exchange of information,
the market study identified the following stability conditions for demand and supply, further facilitating coordination: the milk quota regime; the long-term supply relationships between dairies and milk producers;
the mutual commitment to purchase and supply the total quantity of milk; and very low switching levels
among milk producers.
114.
The analysis of market outcomes – point (ii) above – in the UK investigation into the cement
market (Competition Commission, 2014) included different indicators of outcomes (e.g. price dispersion)
and of firms’ conduct, such as price announcement letters and price parallelism. For example, the
Competition Commission, analysed the following aspects:
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Price announcement letters: the study observed that price announcements by cement producers
were taking place at the same time, and this was the case even when there were no apparent
exogenous reasons for this (e.g. changes to a levy that would affect all manufacturers at the same
time).



Price correlation:21 if cement producers indeed co-ordinated, a high correlation could be
expected. However, the report noted that high correlation could also be consistent with
competition. The analysis was two-fold: (i) correlation of UK cement producers’ prices; and (ii)
correlation between UK cement producers’ prices and importers’ prices. In order to ensure
comparability, the data concerned only transactions with external customers (i.e. excluding
intra-group sales and sales to other producers) and was for a specific cement type, which
accounts for most UK production and is also the cement type supplied by importers. Price
correlation was high both among UK producers and between UK producers and importers.
Results were similar when quarterly figures or monthly figures were used.

115.
Another group of studies, focusing on the food sector (e.g. Finland, Germany, Italy, Portugal and
Spain) have investigated extensively the relationships between retailers and manufacturers and the
implications of the increasing role of large retailers in the food market. One of the studies employing
quantitative techniques is the one carried out by the Hellenic Competition Commission and published in
2013. The study focused on seven fruits and vegetables, for which price data was collected at producer,
wholesale and retail level over the period 2005–2011. The market study included extensive time series
analysis trying to identify price transmission mechanisms across the vertical value chain. The methodology
involved the estimation of dynamic models for each of the selected fruits and vegetables.22 These models
permitted the identification of whether, and to what extent, price changes (positive or negative) at the
different levels of the supply chain were reflected along the chain. The findings vary across the individual
products, but in general the study “confirms the relatively weak position of agricultural producers with
regard to most products concerned. The analysis also confirms that wholesalers are generally the most
favoured group in the supply chain.”
116.
Finally, a market study may be an opportunity for an authority to clarify that certain behaviour
may be found to infringe competition law, even if no specific instances have been identified during the
study. For instance, the French study on e-commerce (Autorité de la Concurrence, 2012) discusses channel
management by manufacturers and specifically the differences often arising between internet-only sellers
and retailers that also have brick-and-mortar operations. In this context, the study explains that business
practices, such as the choice of preferred channels and retailers, should not result in anti-competitive
practices such as refusal to supply.
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Summary of key considerations for conducting supply-focused analysis








4.4.

The prospect of entry or expansion, within a reasonable time period, can be an important competitive
constraint on incumbents. Barriers to entry and expansions include absolute barriers (e.g. patents,
economies of scale; sites for quarries), strategic barriers (e.g. increasing endogenous sunk costs,
engaging in patent litigation), regulatory barriers (see section 4.5) or reputation effects.
Potential competition problems arising from the conduct of firms that are already in the market can also
be analysed during market studies. Studies can, for instance, investigate: (i) the characteristics of the
sector and whether they are potentially conducive to co-ordination; and (ii) market outcomes, such as
market share stability over time, price parallelism and high profitability.
Other studies, particularly those focusing on the food sector, have investigated the relationships
between retailers and manufacturers and the implications of potentially problematic unilateral conduct.
Finally, a market study may be an opportunity for an authority to clarify that certain behaviour may be
found to infringe competition law, even if no specific instances of this behaviour have been identified
during the study.

Demand-focused analysis

117.
A more limited, but increasing, number of market studies contains a quantitative analysis of the
demand side of the market. The analysis includes investigating searching and switching behaviour and
calculating the resulting consumer gains or detriment. This is the focus of section 4.4.1. In addition,
demand analysis helps competition authorities to infer the nature and extent of competition in the market or
to evaluate consumer protection issues arising in the market. This is dealt with in section 4.4.2.
4.4.1. Searching and switching behaviour
118.
The analysis of consumer behaviour reflects the concern that the market may not be working
effectively because, for instance, consumers are not well informed or they do not actively compare
alternative suppliers and products. Markets in which these issues arise are often characterised by the
complexity of the products and/or of the pricing schemes (e.g. financial services, energy). In these
situations, consumers may simplify their decision by focusing on only one or few elements, possibly
resulting in less than optimal choices. Increased focus on this area is also motivated by growing awareness of
behavioural issues, both on the demand and the supply side. Insights from behavioural economics are being
taken into account by competition authorities in their market studies and remedies design (Fletcher, 2017).
119.
For instance, the AGCM launched a market study into the cost of personal current accounts,
emphasising that demand mobility is a necessary requirement for a well-functioning market (AGCM,
2013). The UK Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) opened a study into the cash savings market because it
was concerned with low levels of switching compared with other products (FCA, 2013).
120.
Studies on searching and switching rely on detailed information on consumer behaviour obtained
from the firms active in the market being studied. This information may concern a sample of individual
consumers, in which case the information is anonymised, or certain types of consumers. As an example of
the latter, the CMA investigation into the retail energy market (CMA, 2016c) analyses, for each type of
tariff, the annual energy consumption at the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th and 90th percentiles and at the mean.
Similarly, the 2013 AGCM study on current accounts investigates pre-defined consumer profiles. These
profiles are defined in the Italian banking sector regulation and correspond to different socio-economic
characteristics, as well as to how actively consumers use their current accounts. For instance, one of the
profiles represents young consumers, who are assumed to carry out 164 transactions per year on their
current account.
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121.
Market studies sometimes supplement these granular data on consumers’ behaviour in the
specific market with information on those consumers’ characteristics and preferences. For instance, in the
recent study on the retail banking sector the CMA (2015) quantitatively analysed the demand for these
services relying on two main sets of data: (i) transaction data supplied by the financial services institutions
involved in the investigation; and (ii) consumer characteristics and views, obtained through a survey
conducted by an external provider. The consumer survey investigates observed consumer characteristics
and views, to analyse how they differ between switchers and non-switchers as well as between searchers
and non-searchers. Consumer characteristics include the level of education, age, gender and income. Views
were sought on a variety of issues, such as consumers’ perceptions of the cost of switching, their feedback
on quality of service and their feedback on banks’ charges.
122.
The analysis aims to: (i) assess of consumer mobility, including the extent and the underlying
reasons; and (ii) assess consumer benefits from switching. The paragraphs below briefly explain how this
analysis has been carried out in recent market studies.
4.4.1.1. Assessment of consumer mobility
123.
The AGCM (2013) analysed consumer behaviour, and specifically mobility, by considering three
main sets of indicators. First, the authority calculated the extent of consumer concentration among the
banks. 23 The authority observed that this concentration was substantial and relatively stable over the
years, indicating that consumers had not moved away from the largest banks. Second, the AGCM
estimated significant price differences between current accounts, for a given pre-defined consumer profile,
suggesting potential savings for switchers. Third, the switching rate (defined as the share of new and
closed accounts during the year, over the total number of accounts) ranged between 10% and 12%, in line
with similar indicators for the energy market but much lower than for telecommunications services. These
three indicators were considered to jointly suggest limited mobility.
124.
When the authority has the resources and the time to conduct consumer surveys, the reasons
behind limited mobility could be investigated. This was the case for instance in the UK Financial Conduct
Authority (“FCA”) 2017 market study on the cash savings market, where survey results are reported and
discussed extensively. A similar approach was also followed in the 2016 CMA market investigation into
the energy sector, for which the authority commissioned a survey of 7 000 domestic retail energy clients.
125.
In the CMA retail banking investigation, the same question was addressed using econometric
analysis. The authority analysis involved matching consumer behaviour with certain key characteristics to
understand the reasons underlying searching and switching decisions. Following an extensive descriptive
analysis of the sample, the choices of whether to search and whether to switch were modelled as binary
choices.24 Considering that the search decision is a pre-condition for switching, these choices were
subsequently modelled together. This model took into account the fact that the choice of searching or not
affects the choice of whether to switch, and is therefore preferred to an approach in which the two models
are estimated separately.
126.
A 2009 study by the Hungarian Competition Authority (GVH) investigated consumer mobility in
the retail banking market.25 For different types of consumer profiles (e.g. average, sophisticated, and more
sophisticated user), based on the results of the consumer survey, the actual costs of the current accounts
and the level of the switching costs were estimated. The study concluded that the level of the switching
costs did not seem excessive; however, it found that switching could be made difficult by the lack of
comparability between offers and by administrative burdens. In relation to personal loans and mortgages,
the GVH used regression analysis to estimate the relationship between the change in the price of the
product (i.e. the change in the annual percentage rate) and switching. According to this model, a significant
part of the switching costs were related to closing charges, i.e. early and final repayment.
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127.
When authorities engage in econometric analysis, as in the above cases, it is good practice to
conduct a descriptive analysis of the data first, because it provides an initial idea of the important elements
that should be included in the model.
128.
A complete econometric analysis allows a market study team to identify the relationship between
a range of individual characteristics with searching and switching behaviour. This rigorous approach
allows recommendations to be more targeted, but is data-intensive. By contrast, comparing mobility
according to pre-defined consumer profiles, as in the case of AGCM (2013), leads to more approximate
results that may miss some underlying relationships, but is less resource-intensive and facilitates
comparison over time (e.g. following the evolution of pricing for a given profile).
4.4.1.2

Benefits from switching

129.
Showing the savings that consumers could benefit from if they switched suppliers or tariffs plans
within suppliers is a powerful indicator of significant price variation and of little engagement on the
demand side, suggesting that competition may not be working fully. It can thus contribute to the effective
communication of the study’s findings and recommendations. For instance, consumer savings featured
prominently in the press release announcing the findings of the CMA 2016 energy market investigation. 26
In the study, the CMA quantified the savings that consumers could achieve by the following types of
switching: (i) changing their tariff plan, while remaining with the same supplier; (ii) switching to another
supplier, while keeping a similar tariff plan; or (iii) changing both supplier and tariff. For each group of
customers, savings were calculated as the difference between their current annual payment and the
cheapest tariff available for that group. This exercise required information on all the tariffs available to
consumers, the number of consumers subscribing these tariffs and related consumption levels.
4.4.2. Gauging the nature of competition based on consumer information
130.
A number of market studies include quantitative information derived from surveys, often
commissioned by the authorities themselves (see section 3 on the methodology for collecting this type of
information). Consumer surveys are used to collect information on the demand side, especially when the
motivation for the market study focuses on consumer issues, but can also help to understand the
dimensions on which firms compete.
131.
Assessing the impact of consumer switching on prices can help competition authorities to infer
the nature and extent of competition in a market. For instance, in the UK investigation into the market for
statutory audit provided to large companies, the Competition Commission analysed how switching affected
prices. The authority examined the fees of audit engagements, by year and by auditor, using descriptive
statistics (Competition Commission, 2013). This analysis was complemented by an econometric analysis
carried out by one of the audit firms involved in the market investigation. Evidence showed a temporary
decrease in fees following switching and an increase in subsequent years. The authority put forward a
number of explanations for the evidence: on the one hand, observed pricing behaviour was consistent with
incumbent auditors having market power; on the other, it could arise from unsustainable discounts offered
to switchers or from an increase in the scope of work. In another study, the Japan Fair Trade Commission
(JFTC) conducted a survey of a sample of users of day-care centres and a sample of users of other
childcare services (JFTC, 2014). The survey addressed issues such as parents’ views about allowing forprofit entities to operate day-care services and possible regulatory changes.
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132.
In addition to the examples on switching in energy and banking provided above, consumer
concerns are quoted by competition authorities in markets such as legal services and private health
insurance (CMA, 2016a; ACCC, 2015). Survey evidence related to consumer concerns tends to include
factual questions (e.g. about whether and how certain contractual changes were communicated to
consumers), feedback about the quality of service and views on how some elements could be improved. It
is often the case that surveys are commissioned by competition authorities and are carried out by third
parties. The full report by the external company is often made publicly available, in addition to the sub-set
of results reported in the final market study report, an approach that may increase transparency and
confidence in the results.
Summary of key considerations for conducting demand-focused analysis










4.5.

The analysis of consumer behaviour reflects the concern that a market may not be working effectively
because, for instance, consumers are not well informed or they do not actively compare alternative
suppliers and products. To conduct this analysis, competition authorities are increasingly using
behavioural economics insights.
Issues with consumer purchase decisions and switching often arise in markets with complex products
or pricing schemes (e.g. financial services, energy). In these situations, consumers may simplify their
decision by focusing on only one or few elements, possibly resulting in less than optimal choices.
Showing the savings that consumers could benefit from if they switched suppliers or tariffs plans within
suppliers is a powerful indicator of significant price variation and of little engagement on the demand
side, suggesting that competition may not be working fully. It can also contribute to the effective
communication of the study’s findings and recommendations.
Assessing the impact of consumer switching on prices can also help competition authorities to infer the
nature and extent of competition in a market.
Switching analysis aims to investigate two main issues: (i) assess consumer mobility, including the
extent and the underlying reasons; and (ii) assess consumer benefits from switching.
Switching analysis can be conducted using descriptive statistics and econometric analysis. A complete
econometric analysis allows a market study team to identify the relationship between a range of
individual characteristics with searching and switching behaviour. This rigorous approach allows
recommendations to be more targeted, but is data-intensive.

Regulatory assessment27

133.
The vast majority of studies reviewed for this paper describe the main regulations affecting the
market under consideration. This is especially the case in sectors where regulation plays an important role,
such as energy, pharmaceuticals or financial services. At the very least, this will involve an overview of
relevant regulations to set the context for the market study and inform other analysis. Other studies include
more extensive assessments of regulation affecting a sector, particularly when regulations restrict entry
into the market or negatively affect the behaviour of economic agents (suppliers or consumers) already in
the market. Some examples of studies that included regulatory assessments are provided below.
4.5.1. Regulation resulting in barriers to entry and expansion
134.
The CNMC found that the central (wholesale) markets of fruit and vegetables benefitted from a
regime of exclusivity, preventing new entry into the sector. In addition, it identified a variety of barriers to
entry and exit for wholesalers wishing to trade within a given central market (CNMC, 2013). In another
study, the CNMC examined the regular inspection service of gas supply installations. This inspection was
mandated by law and the corresponding services were the responsibility of the gas distributor. Each gas
distributor could select the companies performing the inspections, usually by running competitive tenders.
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However, the lower prices gained through this process were not passed on to consumers, since the latter were
charged regulated fees set by the regional authorities. In addition to setting out the relevant service and
market characteristics and the applicable legislation, the study went through the following analytical steps:


Understanding the rationale for public policy intervention in inspections.



Setting out the benefits and risks of liberalisation (i.e. an alternative policy to the current
exclusivity granted to gas distributors). The former included lower prices and greater flexibility
in scheduling inspections and in the scope of the service (e.g. communal parts of buildings). The
latter encompassed, for instance, safety risks (if no mechanisms were put in place to ensure that
regular inspections would be performed), fraud by suppliers and lower quality.



Recommending alternative ways of achieving the public policy objective, while introducing
safeguards to ensure safety and to address the asymmetric information favouring the current gas
distributor.

4.5.2. Regulation affecting market behaviour
135.
The analysis of regulations affecting the behaviour of suppliers and consumers follows a similar
methodology. These may be regulations that constrain the ability of suppliers to compete, reduce their
incentives to compete by facilitating co-ordination, or affect competition on the demand side.
136.
As an example of regulations affecting the ability to compete and specifically limiting product
variety, the ACM evaluated the effects of introducing standard financial products (ACM, 2015). The study
was carried out, at the request of the Ministry of Finance, following a recommendation by a commission on
the Dutch banking sector that standard products should be introduced. A standard product was defined as a
“financial product of which all features, except price, are the same among all providers, and which all
providers on the product market in question must offer, but is not presented to consumers as the default
product”(ACM, 2015, section 1.2). The analysis was conducted by:


Identifying the underlying problems the recommendation was designed to address.



Setting out a theoretical framework to explain those problems, i.e. in terms of market power,
information asymmetries, externalities, public goods and non-rational choices.



Analysing whether the above would be affected by the introduction of standard financial
products.

137.
In some cases, regulations may have an impact on the market even after they have been lifted.
For instance, AGCM (2016) notes that the Italian legislation (in force until 2005) allowed the farmers’
trade unions to set milk prices for their members, in negotiations with the manufacturers’ association. This
mechanism produced a “base” price for the entire country, and various adjustments were agreed on a caseby-case basis depending on the quality of the milk and the location of the farm. The legislation was
abolished in 2005 but the price setting mechanism remained unchanged until 2010.
138.
On the demand side, the FTC investigated the portability of prescriptions in the pet
medications sector, among other matters (FTC, 2015). According to the applicable regulations, most
US states require veterinary physicians to provide their clients with portable prescriptions for
veterinary medicines, upon request. Therefore consumers have the choice of purchasing the medicines
at the vet’s practice or elsewhere. However, consumers are often not well informed about this option.
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The FTC assessed the arguments in favour and against automatic portability as an alternative to the “upon
request” policy. The approach involved, among others, examining publicly available information on the
market for these medications, reviewing the economic literature, enforcement experience and case law, and
assessing hundreds of submissions and the results of a workshop with stakeholders.
4.5.3. Quantifying regulatory impacts
139.
Regulation can be evaluated ex post, by comparing the situation with and without the regulation
in question. This analysis requires developing a counterfactual to which the market outcome (e.g. prices)
when the regulation was in force can be compared. This section provides examples of two different
methodologies. In both cases, the market studies include extensive qualitative analysis and data description
and analysis, before moving to the quantitative analysis, in line with best practice.
4.5.3.1

Petrol stations – introduction of price panels (Portugal)

140.
Following earlier recommendations by the competition authority, the Portuguese government
introduced the requirement for petrol stations located on motorways to display price comparisons on
panels. A 2012 market study by the competition authority (Autoridade de Concorrência, 2012) assessed the
impact of this regulation on market structure, price dispersion and price levels. In particular, the impact on
price levels was estimated by using data on the prices of the two most common types of fuel in all petrol
stations affected by the regulation. The data covers approximately one year before the panels were put in
place and one year after.
141.
The market study compares the prices after the implementation of the new regulation with the
prices that would have prevailed if everything but the regulation stayed the same (the “but for” scenario).
This is performed using a dynamic treatment effect methodology, which enables estimating the
counterfactual based on the information available before the “treatment”.28 The study does not find that the
measure had led to lower prices on motorways, but also notes that this requirement was introduced as an
“isolated” policy and not along with other measures which may have helped reduce barriers to entry and
expansion on motorways.
4.5.3.2

Pharmacies – reform in one of the regions (Spain)

142.
The market study by the CNMC analyses the effects of a reform of pharmacy regulation in
Navarre, one of Spain’s regions. In 2000, the Navarre government introduced measures to allow for more
flexibility in the licensing of pharmacies, compared with national regulation setting population criteria and
stricter minimum distances between pharmacies. In the years immediately following the reform, the growth
rate of new pharmacies spiked. It subsequently returned to similar levels as before the reform, but not
before there was a significant increase in the total number of pharmacies in the region.
143.
The market study applies the synthetic control method to quantify the impact of the Navarre
reform on the number of pharmacies. In brief, the method builds a control group as a combination of the
regions that are similar to Navarre prior to the enactment of the reform, using data from 2000 to 2005.
Once the control group has been defined, it is used to estimate how Navarre would have evolved had it not
been for the reform in the period 2001 to 2005.29 The study finds that “the number of pharmacies in
Navarre increased on average by 63% compared with a scenario with no reform. In 2005, the number of
pharmacies was 75% higher than that which would have been seen without the reform.”
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Summary of key considerations for conducting regulatory assessments in the context of a market study








Many studies include an overview of relevant regulations to provide context and inform analysis. Other
studies include more extensive assessments of regulation affecting a sector, particularly when
regulations restrict entry into the market or negatively affect the behaviour of economic agents.
Regulations may also have an impact on market competition even after they have been lifted, which
market studies can evaluate.
Once regulations that affect competition have been identified, market study teams can conduct a
regulatory assessment by (i) developing an understanding of the rationale for the public policy
intervention; (ii) identifying potential alternatives, as well as their benefits and risks; and (iii)
recommending an alternative, when one is identified which achieves the policy objectives with fewer
competition distortions.
Regulatory assessments can involve examining publicly available information on the market, reviewing
economic literature, considering enforcement experience and case law, assessing stakeholder
submissions and holding stakeholder workshops.
The impact of regulation can be evaluated ex post, by comparing the situation with and without the
regulation in question. This analysis requires developing a counterfactual to which the market outcome
(e.g. prices) when the regulation was in force can be compared.

5. Conclusion
144.
This paper has identified the information collection and analytical methodologies employed by
competition authorities in conducting market studies. While no two studies are the same, their
methodologies are part of a broader process that is iterative, requires careful planning (in terms of timelines
and resource allocations), and is relatively similar regardless of the sector or issue being studied.
145.
The selection of methodologies for market studies should inform, and be influenced by, the scope
and objectives of the study. Market study teams can develop an analytical and data collection plan by first
identifying some preliminary hypotheses that will guide their investigation, and which can be refined
throughout the market study process. When selecting methodologies, market study teams must also
determine the extent to which external experts will be involved, if at all - a decision that involves
trade-offs.
146.
Information collection can occur throughout the market study process. At the outset, a review of
available background information, including past case work, academic research, information on the
regulatory framework and market studies in other jurisdictions, can help guide further information
collection efforts and analytical methodology selection. This background information can also be used in
conjunction with preliminary stakeholder consultations to identify the population of firms and the
stakeholders that are relevant to the study. Targeted information requests and stakeholder interviews can
often provide vital context and data for market study teams, but require a balancing process in terms of the
burden they place on stakeholders, and additional validation of this information and data may be needed.
In addition, surveys can provide valuable quantitative and qualitative information for market studies teams
to incorporate into their analysis. These surveys should be carefully designed, in order to avoid potential
distortions and other issues.
147.
Much of a market study team’s time will be spent on preparing and implementing the analytical
methodologies they select. There are several potential options to pursue depending on data availability and
the study’s objectives, including market structure mapping, price analysis, supply-focused analysis,
consumer-focused analysis and regulatory assessment. This paper provides examples of situations where
each type of methodology has been useful.
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148.
In particular, mapping the market structures is an important process for understanding the various
participants in the sector and the relationships between them. A wide range of consumer, supplier and
product characteristics can factor into this preliminary qualitative analysis, which provides context for
subsequent quantitative approaches.
149.
After this initial mapping exercise, market study teams can conduct a variety of analyses focusing
on prices. Price comparisons, whether between regions or products, have been used in several market
studies in a range of sectors. However, it can be challenging to draw inferences about competitive
conditions from price comparisons in some cases (particularly when there are differences in currencies,
taxes or other underlying conditions among comparator regions). Profitability analyses can be a more
reliable method, although the precise measure of profitability should be considered on a case-by-case basis.
Price concentration analyses, which generally involve the use of an econometric model to determine the
relationship between pricing or margins and the level of concentration in a market, can also be employed.
150.
Supply-focused analyses, including efforts to assess the existence of barriers to entry or
expansion, and to identify potential anticompetitive conduct (including abuse of dominance or collusion),
have also been used in several studies, while others have pursued consumer-focused analysis. The latter
comprise, for example, examinations of consumer searching and switching behaviour, and assessments of
the degree to which consumers are informed. These types of analysis can be particularly important in
sectors where competition may be limited due to a lack of consumer awareness of alternatives, or a low
tendency of consumers to switch suppliers even if they are aware of the benefits, such as the retail banking
and electricity sectors.
151.
Finally, most market studies review the effect of regulation in a sector, particularly where the
sector is heavily-regulated or there are indications that regulations are constraining competition in the
sector. Regulatory assessment has been conducted using both qualitative and quantitative techniques by
market studies teams.
152.
In sum, there is no standard methodological approach for conducting market studies, nor does the
selection and application of data collection and analytical methodologies follow a straight line. Rather,
market study teams must equip themselves with a flexible plan and an open mind, taking inspiration from
relevant past studies (including those described in this paper) while maintaining their focus on the study
objective, in order to identify opportunities to unlock competition in the sector they are examining.
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ENDNOTES

1

Accessible at:
http://www.internationalcompetitionnetwork.org/working-groups/current/advocacy/amsis/sectors.aspx

2

The ICN Market studies good practice handbook contains further details about outreach strategies that can
be used by competition authorities in the context of market studies.

3

For further discussion of market studies and market investigations, see OECD, 2008, pp. 114-118.

4

Accessible at: http://www.oecd.org/competition/assessment-toolkit.htm.

5

While this guidance relates to the use of surveys for merger reviews, it is relevant to the selection of
surveys as a data collection methodology for market studies.

6

Market studies by the JFTC are conducted by two divisions; one by the Trade Practice Department, InterEnterprise Trade Division and the other by the Economic Affairs Bureau, Coordination Division. The
former are called “fact-finding surveys” and typically examine if any trade practices would give rise to
competition concerns. The latter sector surveys aim at understanding the current state of the industry at
stake from a broader competition policy perspective, identifying any problem and proposing methods to
enhance competition in the industry.

7

“Simple price or margin comparisons may, however, be problematic. If the necessary data is available,
profitability analysis based on an assessment of the rate of return on capital invested is considered a more
accurate and reliable method to measure excessiveness” (OECD, 2011; Executive Summary).

8

The following references provide background and explanation to this approach, as well as other
methodologies: Competition Commission (2013), OECD (2011) and Oxera (2003).

9

In this respect, the authority notes that one of the contributing factors is the small size of Italian farms and
that a significant concentration process has been ongoing for the past 20 years, with the number of firms
falling by more than 2/3.

10

Data sources included DNB’s public data on interest rates to SMEs, DNB’s non-public data on risks on
SME financing and responses to the information requests, especially by the Dutch banks, on operational
costs.

11

The Competition Commission Guidelines stated that when “where capital employed cannot be reliably
valued the CC may consider alternative measures, such as the return on sales or other relevant financial
ratios. For instance, comparisons with businesses operating in different but similar markets may on
occasions be helpful” (Competition Commission, 2013).

12

It can be used for market definition, assessment of dominance / significant market power and merger
analysis. See Bishop and Walker (2010) for a review.

13

While local areas were defined by postcode areas in the 2000 market investigation, in the 2007 study local
areas were those “within a ten minute drive time of the supermarket in question” (Bishop and Walker,
2010).

14

If the data shows little variation, it is not possible to measure the effect of one variable on another.

15

Examples of price concentration analysis on country-level data can also be found in cases, such as the
UPS/TNT Express and the FedEx/TNT Express mergers reviewed by the European Commission.
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16

These factors affect the elasticity of demand faced by each firm, as explained in Bishop and Walker (2010),
Section 3.12.

17

Bishop and Walker (2010) and Motta (2004) provide descriptions of barriers to entry, including a
categorisation e.g. into absolute and strategic barriers.

18

The authority estimated a translog cost model, which is a frequently used specification in the estimation of
cost functions. This function has some desirable properties, such as allowing “the economies of scale on an
engagement to vary with the size of the client” (Competition Commission, 2012; paragraph 29). The
dataset consisted of confidential engagement-level data gathered during the market investigation. This was
complemented with information on the audited firms, such as sector of activity, financial performance and
international scope.

19

More specifically, international non-proprietary names (INNs) – that is generic names not protected by
trademarks.

20

In addition, based on so-called reference price models, dairies adjust the prices they pay to those of other
dairies (obtained through the market information system). The Bundeskartellamt considered that
“[r]eference price models can be inadmissible under competition law if they are based on data that are
themselves not in conformity with competition law” (paragraph 163).

21

Bishop and Walker (2010) explain the advantages and disadvantages of this methodology, and compare it
with formal price tests.

22

Following tests for stationarity and co-integration of the variables, the study team estimated various error
correction models. For each fruit and vegetable, three separate equations were estimated: (i) producer price
as the dependent variable; (ii) wholesale price as the dependent variable; (iii) retail price as the dependent
variable.

23

It was found that 55% of consumers had current accounts with the three largest banks and another 15%
with the fourth, the fifth and the sixth bank.

24

The approach was a probit model. In a probit model, the dependent variable is a binary variable taking the
value of 1 if the individual has searched and 0 otherwise. The same holds for the decision to switch. In the
probit model, the error is assumed to follow a normal distribution.

25

A press release on the inquiry and the executive summary of the final report are available in English.
http://gvh.hu/en/press_room/press_releases/press_releases_2009/5676_en_final_report_of_the_sector_inqu
iry_on_customer_mobility_in_retail_banking.html

26

See www.gov.uk/government/news/cma-publishes-final-energy-market-reforms

27

The Competition Assessment Toolkit, developed by Working Party 2 of the OECD Competition
Committee, provides a framework for the analysis of regulations and their impact on competition (OECD,
2015).

28

The methodology, including the model estimated for the study, is set out in Appendix 1 to the market
study. As mentioned in the executive summary, “[t]hese techniques make it possible to infer a causal
relationship between a “treatment” (in this case, the introduction of the panels) and the result (in this
specific case, the change in the level of retail prices).”

29

The methodology, including the model estimated in the study, is set out in Section 4.2.2. of the market
study.
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ANNEX C: SUMMARY OF METHODOLOGIES USED IN FINANCIAL SECTOR STUDIES
Authority
Australian
(2015)

ACCC

Motivation

Methodologies (section reference from market study document)

 Stakeholder concerns in relation to debt
collection practices in Australia

 Information gathering: claims submitted to the ACCC, online survey, interviews,
literature review
 Sector mapping and identification of key market characteristics, including structure
and trends (pages 17 – 22), industry practices (pages 36 – 50)
 Review of applicable regulation (pages 23 – 35)

Dutch ACM (2015)

 Concerns about SME financing, due to
concentration in the banking sector and
less focus on SMEs
 SMEs dependence on banking sector for
funding

 Information gathering: publicly available sources, literature review, commercial
data provider
 Estimation of profit margins by product (3)
 Analysis of entry barriers, tacit co-ordination and potential other market problems
(4)
 Analysis of competition from other sources of funding (5)

Dutch ACM (2014)

European
Commission (2007)

 Evaluate the consequences of increased
concentration in the banking sector

 Information gathering: publicly available sources, literature review, consumer
survey, interviews with potential entrants (2)

 Focus is on SME lending and on
mortgages, current accounts, savings
accounts

 Sector mapping (3) and identification of key market characteristics for each of the
products – SME lending (4), mortgages (5), savings market (6) and personal current
accounts (7) – including market shares, price trends and switching behaviour

 Inquiry into whether competition was
working in retail banking markets and
whether markets are competitive enough
to deliver their full benefits to
consumers

 Information gathering: information requests / survey of 250 banks, hearing,
literature review, studies by other authorities / regulators
 Sector mapping, including concentration, sources of income and profitability (A.2
Final report; Interim Report)
 Regulatory assessment (A.1 Final report; Interim Report II)
 Competition issues in EU retail banking arising from credit registers (A.3 Final
report)
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 Co-operation among banking associations and special groups of banks (A.4 Final
report)
 The setting of banks’ prices and policies, particularly for current accounts (A.5
Final report)
 Consumer mobility and choice in retail banking (A.6 Final report)
Italian AGCM (2013)

 Follow up on earlier study indicating
some competition concerns in personal
current accounts
 Investigate switching behaviour

 Information gathering: information requests to 52 banks (2)
 Analysis of fees of current accounts for six types of consumers (3.2.1); comparison
between online and off-line current accounts (3.2.2)
 Comparison of fees charged by different types of banks (3.2.3)
 Analysis of fees, taking into account consumer distribution among banks (3.2.4)
 Analysis of switching behaviour and estimation of the benefits that would derive
from switching (4)

UK CMA (2017)

 Concerns that there is a weak consumer
response due to lack of engagement
and/or barriers to searching and
switching

 Information gathering: consumer survey, information requests to banks, literature
review, past studies and cases, interviews, commercial data provider, external
research on innovation in UK market, external qualitative research into SME
market

 Investigate if there are barriers to entry
and expansion

 Sector mapping and identification of key market characteristics, including market
definition (4), market shares (5)

 Assess whether the level of
concentration is having an adverse
effect on consumers

 Analysis of price and quality outcomes (5 personal current accounts, 7 SMEs)
 Analysis of the relationship between average prices and market share (10)
 Barriers to entry and expansions (9)
 Profitability analysis (5 personal current accounts, 7 SMEs)
 Quantitative analysis of searching and switching, including explanation of
consumer behaviour (6 personal current accounts, 8 SMEs), estimates of the gains
from switching (5 personal current accounts, 7 SMEs)
 Regulatory assessment (3)
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ANNEX D: SUMMARY OF METHODOLOGIES USED IN FOOD RETAIL SECTOR STUDIES
Authority

Motivation

Methodologies (section reference from market study document)

Finnish Competition
Authority (2012)

 Increases in grocery prices and
differences in price trends in Finland
relative to other countries

 Information gathering: statistics from Statistics Finland and industry associations
(1-3, 6), surveys (5,6,7)

 Public concerns about concentration of
grocery retailers
 Examine retailer bargaining power
relative to grocery producers

 Sector mapping and identification of key market characteristics, including market
shares and concentration as measured by HHI (2,3)
 Identification of factors that contribute to buyer power in the sector (4)
 Review of retailer practices and their effects on competition, specifically:
o category management, including associated risks for anticompetitive conduct
(5)
o private labels, including impact on innovation and prices (6)
o payment of marketing allowances and other fees to retailers, also known as
slotting fees (7)
o risk transfer between retailers and suppliers (8)

French Autorité de
la concurrence
(2010)

 High levels of concentration
 Barriers to entry due to regulation and
firm conduct
 Affiliation between large retailers and
independent outlets

 Information gathering: databases from market researchers, information requests to
major retailers and a sample of local retailers (II.C)
 Sector mapping and identification of key market characteristics, including
concentration as measured by HHI (II.A-B)
 Correlation between level of demand (number of households in catchment area) and
HHI (II.C)
 Identify barriers to entry due to regulation, land acquisition(II.E)
 Examine agreements between retail chains and independent retailers, including
efficiency justifications and obstacles to independent retailer mobility (II.D, V, VI)
 Examine competitive impacts of commercial land management practices (III-IV)
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German
Bundeskartellamt
(2014)

 Public concerns about retailer buyer
power
 Provide support for decisions regarding
retailer mergers or purchasing cooperation
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 Information gathering: industry data, studies in other jurisdictions, industry
association input, surveys of manufacturers
 Sector mapping and identification of key market characteristics, including market
shares and market definition (which separated private label and branded products)
 Assessment of large retailer purchasing advantages across a representative sample
of approximately 250 products using econometric analysis
 Analysis of the viability of switching to alternative distribution channels for
manufacturers
 Analysis of retailer purchasing co-operation, including via subsidiary agreements
with smaller firms

Italian AGCM (2013)

 Complaints from food suppliers about
retailer buyer power
 Analyse vertical relationships between
chain retailers and their suppliers

 Information gathering: information request/survey to a sample of 471 food
producers (II.3),information request to retailers, interviews with retailers, food
producers and industry experts, industry data, commercial data provider
 Sector mapping and identification of key market characteristics of large retailers
(I.2) and smaller retailers (I.3), including breakdown of stores by type / size, market
shares and CR measures, analysis of supply trends, strategies
 Description of franchising legislation and analysis of the common features of
franchising contracts in retail (I.4); analysis of purchasing agreements between
retailers, share of the market – at national and local level – and trends (I.5)
 Analysis of buyer power, trade spending, supported by a review of literature, cases
and studies (II.1)
 Analysis of contractual terms (e.g. discounts, compliance with payment terms, type
of discounts, fees from producers to retailers) by cluster of producers (II.3.4). Based
on survey data, identification of clusters of producers reflecting negotiating power
based on, e.g. turnover, number of retailers they supply, the strength of their brand

Portuguese
Autoridade de
Concorrência (2010)

 Imbalance in bargaining power between
retailers and suppliers

 Information gathering: analysis conducted by the European Commission, industry
data

 Volatility in prices

 Sector mapping and identification of key market characteristics, including market
shares
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 Analysis of large retailer buyer power, as measured by the ratio of the degree of
concentration of supplier’s sales of brands (excluding private labels) to the degree
of concentration of retailer purchases
 Analysis of the impact of centralised purchasing and vertical integration on prices,
alternative markets for suppliers, alternative foreign suppliers for retailers, belowcost sales, negotiating practices
 Assessment of whether there were indications of an abuse of a dominant position by
large retailers
Spanish CNMC
(2011)

 Increased concentration of retailers
 Retailer buyer power
 Persistent regulatory barriers to entry

 Information gathering: industry studies, data from government bodies including the
Ministry of Industry, Tourism and Trade, past merger cases, surveys, case studies
from other jurisdictions
 Sector mapping and identification of key market characteristics, including regional
market shares, categorisation of retailers (2)
 Assessment of competitive impact of retailer “own brands”, including with respect
to price increases and the introduction of new products (2)
 Analysis of sources of retailer bargaining power (2) and commercial practices vis-àvis suppliers (in terms of contract conditions, payments and other requirements or
conditions) as well as their impact on competition (3)
 Assessment of coordination concerns with respect to category management and
information exchanges (3)
 Identification and analysis of regulatory barriers to entry and expansion (4)

UK Competition
Commission (2008a)

 High and persistent concentration
 Regulatory barriers to entry
 Barriers to entry due to control of land
by retailers
 Exercise of buyer power by retailers
relative to suppliers

 Information gathering: complaints, prior market studies, public policy discussions,
market studies in other jurisdictions, market data providers, data requests
 Sector mapping and identification of key market characteristics, including market
definition (which grouped grocery stores according to size), analysis of trends in
supply and demand (3-4)
 Analysis of impact of large grocery store entry on convenience stores and specialist
grocery stores (5)
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 Analysis of differences in supplier prices for large grocery stores relative to
independent retailers, including a model to test for a “waterbed effect” through
which low prices for large retailers result in higher prices for independent retailers
(5)
 Analysis of financial viability concerns for wholesalers, below-cost selling and
vouchering (including potential predation) by large retailers (5)
 Assessment of market concentration using retailer market share and number of
competing fascias (6)
 Estimation of large retailer profit impact from low levels of local competition (6)
 Identification of barriers to entry, including cost, regulations, control of land (7)
 Examine potential coordination between grocery retailers, including category
management and tacit coordination (8)
 Analysis of competition issues in grocery store supply chains, including barriers to
entry and expansion, innovation and financial viability (9)
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